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Jose'l.iaria de Pereda is one of the greatest and most prominent region-
al novelists of the nineteenth century. By personal inclination -- one 
might a~lost say by instinct -- he passionately loved the old ways in pol-
ities, religion and langu,ge. His favorite city within his beloved native 
region, was the remote alid primitive village of Tablanca, which he aptly 
describes in Penas Arriba. 
J 
The purpose of the present study is to present Jose Maria de Pereda as 
an exemplary exponent of regionalism, as well as a valuable contributor to 
contemporary literature • 
.t~ chronological limitation vms imperative in the consideration of this 
work, likewise the translations have been confined to only those themes 
which best exemplify regionalism. For this purpose the study includes 
translations of his v:;1.rious regional novels. Frequent quotations are given 
in the original Spanish in order that neither the flavor nor contemporary 
interpretations of ideas may be lost. 
It will be further shown that Pereda is the model exponent of his own 
native province of Santander, which he chose as a basis and framework of 
the northern Spanish hit:;hlands in which hi s novels have their setting; and 
he has contributed notably to the pre-eminence of the nineteenth century 
regional novel, by works of rare merit. 
ii 
n~T.cl.uDuCTIO.i~ 
In tne latter nalf of tne nl.neti::lenth century when tne first l'ervor of 
Ro:mantl.cism nad pass.ed, the Spam.sh novel revl.ved 't.Lle sa.m.e qua.l;..ties for 
Wl1ich it ~s dJ.stinguisned in tlle sixteentn century. It assumed a for8lllOst 
position in Spanish ll.terature because it concerned itself not wl.th ideas, 
tnoUgIlts, and science but witn lu'e, with tne individual, wJ.th humanity. 
The novel, therefore, becam.e the most important type in SpanJ.sh literature, 
attammg greater ar1iistic merit Ulan "VIas manifested in ei tner poetry or 
tne dra;ma. 
Tne costu.m.brJ.stas of me earl:!.er l1alf 01' tne nineteentn century pre-
sented sketcnes depl.cting tile particular atmosphere of tne country and 
time. Tilese sketcnes, altuough not reaching 'e!Le people, paved the way for 
the later i'orm of novel Wherein sympathy wJ.th tne people came into eVl.dence. 
RegionalJ.SIIl. was nut inHerent in costuO:U)l'ismo; but tne costumbrJ.stas and the 
regl.onal;..sts worked hand in nand. 
It was t.!.l.e romanticists W .. iO gave l·eglonalJ.am m0re power t.i.laH it !lad 
oe1'ore. It w-as they WhO prepared ttle way i'or that harvest of regional 
ll.terature Wl1J.cn Cllaracterl.zed tne last t!l;..rd 01' t.le nJ.neteenth century. 
Tile romanticJ.sta contrJ.buted somet.£.I.ing to tne regl.onal novel which was more 
important than mere deacriptl.on. RegJ.onalJ.sm, as tney interpreted it, may 
be compared with tne cosmopolJ.tam.sm of tne romanticists 01' ott).er lands. 
But the Spamsh romantioists aval.led tnemselves of tne liberty to descrl.be 
only the spots in tHeir country. 
1 
As a result; 01' tne topograpny of SpaJ.n, "it was inevitable tnat tne 
modern novel of Spain SL10uld oe regJ.onal. n1 Tne regJ.onaJ. novel witn its 
descriptJ.on of tne patrJ.a c~ca, or regJ.on, attal.neU super.enunence in the 
2 
period l'rom 1(;)50 onward. It ''''8.S Pereda. wno succeeded in givl.ng tnis new-old 
sym.patny an epic l'orm, SUCh as it uad in the work of' Cervantes. TllOUgiJ. not 
stn,c .. ly a writer of: I'iction, Perea&. .I.S included in "Cne group of: novelists, 
and "oelongs tu t.ll8.t generation wnicH 1'10urJ.shed between tne decline of: 
romant.l.cism aI"ter 1(;)50, and tne arrl.va.l of naturall.Slll about 188U, and is 
noted 1'or "trie qual.1.ties natJ.ve to SpanJ.sn ll.terature unaffected and undilut-
ed by European ini'luence. n2 
Before an attempt is made to ShOW tne influence of oountry upon litera-
ture, an explanatl.on of regJ.on and regJ.onalimll in IJ.terature is in order. 
George 1'. H.ermex' defines a regl.on as i'olluVis: ttReg.l.ons are genuJ.ne entities, 
each of whJ.cn expres ses "both na "tUral and cultural dJ.1'£, erentJ.a tJ.on from its 
neignbors ."3 Tne inter-relation existing be1:;Ween featUres of' t,ne country 
and pe9ple are se .. torth in .. He I'ollowing del.J.lutl.On of P. VJ.dal de la 
BlacIle: "Every regJ.on is a dOIluun wnere u.l.ssllO.J.lar 'belongs, artlf'l.Cially 
brougnt togetner, n.a. ve subsequently adapted tnemsel ves to a C011llll0ll eXl.st-
ence."
4 V. E. Stanbery expresses tuJ.S relatively as: "Tae regl.onal concept 
is based on natural or unrestrJ.cted relationships between plaoes and people, 
1 George Tyler Northup. An introduction to SpaniSh LJ.terature. Ulliversi ty 
of CLll.Cago Press, C.n.l.cago, l~41, 368. 
2 L. A. Warren. .i4odern Spanish LJ.terature. J:)retano' s Ltd., i~ew York, 
1929, 11:;. 
3 Howard Odum and liarry Est:d.l Moore. Alllerican Regionalism. Henry .tiolt 
and Co., New York, 1935, 2. 
4 ~ • .t 2. 
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as distJ.ngu~shed ~'rom polJ.tical or governmental relationships.u5 It :f'ollows~ 
tnerei'ore, tilat tne uniqueness 01' a dl.st:mctlve area arJ.ses i'rom the part-
icular foz'ces present or tne way in which the Lorces are interwoven or 
J.n1;ercll.anged. 
VV~lAt~ tHen is regJ.onall.sm'l lLeg.1.onab.sm in h.terary productl.on is the 
factor that presents 1;ne numan spl.rit correlated wJ.th envJ.ronment. In lJ.t-
erature regJ.onallwn concerns itself ~th man, language, landscape, and the 
cultUred rJ.cnes of any partJ.cular regJ.on as tile result of 1;ue reactions of 
tne inUl.vJ.dual WnO Llas innerJ.ted certaJ.n pecu.l.a.rJ.tJ.es 01' race and traa.ition. 
It as as i'ts subject matter tne physical and cultural landscape, local 
customs, cnaracter, speecn; as its tecnnique, folk and na1;ive m.odes of ex-
pression, style, symbull.sm; as its pOl.nt of view, the socJ.al idea of a 
planned society and the cultural values derJ. veo. i'rom tradJ. tJ..ons. 
It is only natural 'cnat reglonalJ..SI!l. would be qUJ.te pronounced in Spain 
due to ti1.e wl.de varJ.ety of i'eatures in its physical environment. T.h:i.s 
country stands in isolation I'rom. :b'urope and is dJ.VJ.ded Wl.thi.n itself. It 
consists of tne verdant Mountains of AS1;Url.a; tne lofty, but an.d,Castilian 
plateau; tne semi-tropical gardens of Andalusl.a; the richly-watered rice 
swamps of valencJ.a; and the rugged Pyrenees, actJ.ng not only as natural 
barrJ..ers 1;0 cammunJ..cation, but also as buffers in 1;ime of invasion. 6 Entire-
ly surrounded by tne Atlantl.c and Mediterranean waters, except wnere the 
Pyrenees separate it from France, tile spanJ.sh is also divl.ded by mountain 
o Ibl.d., 2. 
6-~~lph ~teele Boggs, 
Co., Cw.cago ~ 1~3'(, 
outl.i..ne A.l.S1;ury 2! Spanish Ll.terature. Jieath and 
2. 
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ranges into i'our regions. 1'nus Jl me very "topograpny 01' "\:;ue cOuntry accounts 
in some measure for tHe di1'i'erences among tne peoples of various localities. 
Tne old Span~sh reg~onsJl each adner~ng to its tradit~onal customs and 
mannersJI resulted from COlIlparative J.solation from Europe, together wJ.th the 
dl.Tl.s:Lons caused by topograpny. Eacn prov~ce expressed a b.fe, a culture, 
a 1"eel~ng, and a be~ng of its own W.l.til its local pecularJ.tJ.es. Tnese 
pecularl"ties crept intotne ll.terature of the respectl.ve regJ.ons. 
In "the nortllern part of Spain and east of "the province of Asturias is 
the }.iontana district, wnJ.ch Pereda used as a background for most of hu 
novels. It is a beautiful and varJ.ed country WJ.th a grand coastJl n.Lgn moun-
taJ.ns, green tree-clad slopes, and rusning rivers. Tne cl~ate is bracing 
with varied cold airs from tHe snmvy mountains. T!le .t..ontana is a rough and 
bro.t<;en reg.Lon .IJ.avJ.ng tne features botil of seaShure and mountain. 
Some of "tne villages in this dJ.s1irl.ct are surrounded entirely by mead-
ows and ma.ize .fields, interlaced vnt.i:i. many p'cl.t;ns and streams. Many nabit-
ations are nal1' ll.Ldden in groves 01' frul.t "vrees. Oak and cnestnut trees 
also tnrive abundantly. T.ue VJ.llages are so closely set Wl. thin tne mountal.ns 
tl'lat frequently t.1e sun suines upon tlleIn l'ur a single nour daily, especially 
during t..I.e wJ.nter season. In tlle VJ..llage of 'l'reshigureSJI of' Wilic.tl Pereda. 
gives us a gl~mpseJl snow begins to fall in September and continues until 
June. In most 01' "tue Villages, nuwever, tnere is a less severe cl:una.teJland 
11.1'e is pleasant and .ueal thi'ul. 
From tne vJ.llages tne land slowly begins tu n,se l'rom grass-covered 
hills to wooded mounta.in slopesJl to still hJ.gner .tuJ.ls Jl and ~'inally to the 
sombre rugged mountains. Along tue horizon are huge towers of granite; and 
5 
along tHe eastern border of Asturias the snow-covered .t>).cos ~ Europa rise 
to majes\;ic neigcl"ts. 
Pereda I s native province of ~antander is one of tuose parts of' the 
SpaniSh Peninsula tHat nas been snut out ~'rom the rest of tne world 1'01" tae 
longest t~e, admitting modern intrus~on only reluc\;antly. Even now many of 
its secluded corners llla.i..nta:i.n local customs and manr.l.ers. 'rLUS is tne 10cal-
ity tiuathas been depl.cted i'or us by Jose' .i.u.arl.a Pereda, 
••• province in.u.a.bited by a race ungularly 
austere and undelllonstrat1.ve, scant of apeecn, 
and w1.tn nard, uuemotJ.onal natures little 
gi ven to gallantry; but tru-tui'ul, simple, 
and capable 0l',l'ine qU1.et heroism in peril 
and suffering. 1 
Tl1i5 is Ule region tHat IJ.ves l'or all tLues in tile pages of Pereda Wl. thJ 
••• its mountains, its mountain peaKS and 
snow blizzards and furiou~ storm,s of tile 
south-wes'c ¥lind, its self-sacrificing 
pr::t..est, hidalgos, tile splendidly enduring 
peasantry, tlle i'isller folk, the sea. and 
stor~ll.s along tne co~st, tne pilgri~ges in 
nonor of ;)t. vonn, \;ne naymaJC1.Dg ••• 
'l'ne patriarcnal l.Lfe taat .i'erecia describes is tne lii'e he live in constant 
intercourse W1.tn t .... e peasants WOlll ae intimately knew, waose defects ne 
never disguisea. ana. WHom he loved. 
'f I. P Jose 1,.8.r1.a Pereda. ea.ro l:;iancnez. lrinn and {;o., bos'\;on, 1916,xv. 
8 ItpeI'eua and tne .l\io.odern ~.oveI." London Times L1 terary Supplement. 
February 1933, 64. 
rr------
! 
! 
JOSE ~lA DE PEAEDA 
, 
Jose h.aria de Perada was born in tne village of Falonco near t.ne city 
of Santander ~ tne lea<lJ.ng town and seaport of nortnern Spain. rie spent tlle 
f.Lrst years of i.L~S ooyhood a.nu.d the peacel'ul rustJ..e surroundings of tne 
cantabr:J.an vJ.llages. Later, in order to provJ.de tLl.Ll. W"l.tn better education-
al opportum.ties, ilis parents moved to Santander, tI'W'llere he was I'eared J.n a 
s.L:I.1.ple old-iaS!1J.oned circle WIlere everybody stood i'ast in 'Gne ancient ways ~ 
and vlHere there was no lJ.terary cHatter. III .tiere ne was allowed to mingle 
freely w.l.tn -ene street UrCHl.nS, wnose -eral.ts Ee closely observed. TllJ..s 
democratl.C splr.l.t, WilJ.C!! Haa. scarcel;)r heen neara. of, accompan.Led tne nlost 
arJ.stocratic Pereda <lUring HJ.S \'iilole l.i.fe. 
In tne fall 01' 1060 ne travele<l Itt'ruIn San-cander -eo .J:..a<lrl.d, studJ.ed 
there a shurt w.tule, jOyi'ully returned lLUme and tJ.ll his Heal tn i'ailed, 
scarcely ever left Palonco agaJ.n except during tne shor-e period wnen rie was 
sent as deputy -eo til.e cortes."2 DJ..SillusionedDy nJ.s experJ.ences WJ. tIl "Cile 
politic.J.ans of sUbt;le manners and princJ.ple:;;, tLle 1l1.gH-IllJ.nded sensJ..tive 
ul.dalgo 111i tua.rel'l ;u'om publ:ic 1.1.fe and devuted UJ.illselt ent.Lrely -eo letters. 3 
I 
Jose ....arJ.a Pereda dedl.cated rus loli'e and IUS talents to the serVolce of 
1 Fitzru.aurolce-Kelly. CHapters on Spanols.o, LJ.terature. ArclliDala. l;onstaole 
and Go., London, l~Od, 2S'f: 
2 hd 2'-" 1",J,.., vi. 
S ~ge Tyler ..:,urtllup, 3'[2. 
6 
, 7 
his native province. As the sympathetic historian of tile Santander fisher-
men and the primitive farmers of the hilly hinterland, he served his own 
province well.4 ~oreover, he lived his books, for the patriarchal virtues, 
50 nobly set forth in the best hidalgo creations of his pen, were his in the 
fullest measure. To all he was accessible with open heart and open purse. 
He was lavish in his expenditure of tufte and effort whenever there was a mis-
fortune to be mended or an injustice to be repaired. His charity was always 
seasoned by a generous capacity for appreciating the humorous in the apparent 
tragic happenings of' life. 
ilie tlrelationship of this humanistic activity to his literary work is 
a vital one. n5 It brought him into close contact with the scenery and types 
of people of his northland and, in turn, set before him his literary special-
ty for which all the circumstances of his life, taste" talent, and training 
qualified him. Consequently, he has in his works pictures of life in the 
mountains and along the seashore in norJ"hern Spain that cannot be excelled 
for detail and charm. 
Pereda was "in appearance and manners a gentleman of the old stock the 
highest type of Castilian dignity and urbanity,and arrested attention as a 
striking example of' the courtly don of yore. tlS Jo.se 1Iontero y Vidal has 
given his portrait in the follmving description: 
POI" su aspecto exterior, 10 mismo que porIa 
recia contextura de su espiritu" fue' en la 
vida mortal el arquetipo de una casta de hid-
algos ya desaparecia. l!:ra de noble y grave 
4 Jeremiah D • .w. Ford. Main Currents of Spanish Literature. Henry Holt and 
Co." N~v York, 1919, 2~ 
5 Obras Completas, XIII, xiv. 
6 Ibid., xiii. 
con-CLiel • ..;e, iiieU.'-i.;l.LU Ue"",-.LJ.;;;', el!J..l-':;O Goe 
ealTH:;;;;, I'(;lC.;.v cltl -C.·vl1l:<.- :i ,_61";,,(;:30 de CttLcza. 
Tenia la color de avellana, currec"ta la 
nariz, alta la lrente, veladOS los ojos" 
b~gute o~en poblado y de altas gu~as, 
per~lla larga y ancna, entrecana como e1 
mostacho ••• La :;nelena rebelde, se encrespaba 
oajo el cnaniliergo derribado airosamente 
sobre 3.& sien.·( 
a 
ne was an aristocrat Wl. th no enthusiasm for novelties, no l~king l·or ttleor-
~es wh~cn involved a rupture wJ.th tne past. ne ·was, lLuwever, receptive,and 
wna·t ae say: He deplcted WJ.."Cll a mJ.rrur-l~ke luc~dJ. ty. .de stood alOOl· l·rOID 
"tHe dub1.oUS and petty" from all acts tnat sin agaJ..nst true HJ.dalgu.l.a, in a 
manner rei'lect~!lg an austere dlgnlty of Ctlaracter vancn l.n ordmary rela-
tions. of l:l.l'e was mel1uwed ~nto one of urlla.ll~ng la.ndness distJ.ne;u.lsl1ed l"or 
l.ts ::;incerJ.ty. TtlUS nis austerity was relieved and kept in balance by a 
sound judgment "CHat preserved nim fl'l.)nl tile eccentrlc1.ties uf an overwrougIlt 
"Cemperament. On "(iue other nand., "lU.S personality was suffused by an ideal-
l.sm -- conSldered nere a::; tne impulse tnat .I.n ltS outward course elects to 
HltC.i1. its -wagon to a star. lta 
TIns p.lcturesque personallty appealed to tne ell te of' .clean and nund. 
ltS genuineness belong marked by tIle enduring frJ.endsn~ps tnat it inspired. 
A remarkable example is nis l.l.fe-lvng attachment "Co "Ctle em~nent novelist, 
Perez Valdos. Ben~ta ~erez valdos and Pereda were radl.cally opposed in 
polJ.t~cal v~ews. lxaldos iavorJ.ng h.beralls:r.l, Pereda extreme conservatJ.snl. 
Pereda was nut in sympat!l.y w.l.th modern ideas Will.Cn d~scrJ.ml.nated 
oetween class and class" rlcn and poor. 11 .. :..1.S admlra.tion was lor trle v~rtu-
7 , Jose August~n Balse1.ro. ~vvel1.stas Espanoles ruodernos. Macm~llan Gu • ., 
New .ork., 18~0, 54. 
8 Ooras Completas, X~~l, x~ii. 
9 
ous poor and those f€NI nobles vdth a sense of noblesse oblige. n9 He con-
sidered human society as composed of harmonious groups. The prevailing 
harmony of' society was disturbed when anyone want outside his own natural 
sphere or group. In a word, he felt one should be content with one's lot 
and surroundings. His satire was directed chiefly against modern civiliza-
tion with its class distinctions, because he believed that in this particu-
lar civilization lay the destruction of the very soul of man. He dreamed 
of a patriarchal system of governruent under ~nich docile peasants would be 
ruled by virtuous and unselfish overlords. lO 
The literary ideas of Pereda may be summarized in a speech which he 
delivered on the occasion of his admittance to the Spanish Academy on Febr-
uary 21, 1877. In this speech he defended the novela regional, as he called 
it, or the novel that deals with the district fruuiliar to an author through 
constant association with it from childhood. He finally defined the novela 
regional in general as one "whose substance is developed in a district or 
place that h8.s special al"ld distinctive life, character, and colors. nll He 
maintained that the novela regional could not deal with any city that con-
formed to modern civilization and modern ideas; that the novela regional 
was more than appropriate in Spain; that it did not diminish love of country 
by the SUbstitution of' a love of a province, but that it fostered patriotism 
and loyalty. He further explained that only one "Ilho has lived in a region 
is able to understand and reproduce it in certain detail. He also maintained 
9 George Tyler Northup, 374. 
10 Ib' d ~7'Z l ., ;) ..... 
11-John van Horne. "The Influence of Conservatism on "t.1.e Art of Pereda." 
Publications of the Modern Language Association ~ Ju;J.erica, 1919, 79. 
10 
anotner Cl.ty qUl.te read:J..ly, wiule a resi.dent of a small di.strl.ct wl.ll never 
be contented i.n any otHer place. Pereda was stubbornly regJ.onal and fanatic 
ally ortnodox. 
In all nJ.s work Pereda attemptea. to convey nis ideals regttrdl.ng life. 
ne ~'irm1y beheved tnat tne value 01' all actiVJ.ty sHould be measured by 
eternal standards. Tnus ue directed our g;aze and our efforts upvt-ards to tne 
shJ.ll.J..ng mountain-tops clotned WJ. tu iiue rays of tHe planet tna t leads all. men 
straJ.gi-lt througn every pat;,(l -- U r;ney out wa tcn i. t. .tie fully explaJ.ned and 
exemplii'l.ed that J. t l.S only Illan's load of capn,ces tnar; binds nim to a 
burdensome life. .o.e l'urtner severely arral.gned all whO neglect "(iheir op-
portunJ.:ta:es 1'or human servl.ce, also tnose wno, endowed wi tn intellect and 
moral sense, do not comprehend ulat every priVl.lege ental-Is a duty. 
The twentietn-century indl.vidual undoubtedly looks upon Pereda as an 
old-l'aslU,oned l'ogey, l'or .. ereda. did not believe tHat woman snould thrust 
herSelf fo~~rd into publl.c vievl, but ratHer tnat she snould reign as queen 
in ,U.er nome, always conducting nerself witn beComing decorum. In his 
opinion, woman snould always De tne nead of t;!le nome. ~J.S arcadian ideal 
ne set I'ortn in 1:;ne following passage: 
••• cierto, cl.ertis~o, que (don Fulana de Tal) 
r;enla mucno talento, y eVJ.dente y comprobado 
que no Ie mostro' jamas elevandose a las cumbres 
de la i'ilosofia, nl. a otras alturas en que las 
12 Obras Completas,XHl, XXXVi.i. 
, 
mujeres se hacen ridiculas y se marean muy a 
menudo los hombres, sino bajandose a 10f pro-
saicos pormenores de la vida domestioa. 2 
Although we must admit that l'ereda's ideas are old-fashioned, we can-
not deny that they are, for the most part, wholesome. He did not merely 
refuse to float with the current of the times, but turned wistful eyes to 
11 
the past when the King was the sole temporal power in the land and the Cath-
olio Church the universal undisputed spiritual authority. This longing gaze 
tovlard the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is due to his fervent Cath-
olic belief and his dislike for a representative govern.ment, at least, as 
practiced in Spain of his respective days. To him his ideals were so vital 
and so sacred that he refuses even to contemplate any departure from them, 
or to condone anything that is at variance with them. Thus the artistic 
. 13 productions of ~ereda are an index to his unswerving bel~efs. 
13 GeorGe Tyler Northup, 374. 
CfiAPTER II 
LITERARY CUARACTERISTICS 
Pereda, t.u.e most prOVincial of modern Spam.ah novell.sts, llas been pro-
nounced as the greatest in t!le matter of' style by tne eminent critl.c, Senor 
Menendez Pelayo, who is well equipped for me exercise of his profession. 
rie accords Pereda direct descent trom Cervantes in consideration of his 
style, WinC!l never loses its purity and r"inish !lowever eloquent :may be the 
mood. A penetrating faculty of observation is an outstanding charactenstic 
of Pereda's literary personality, as well as an essentially SpanJ.sh or 
Cervantesque numor, Ciry and quaint" ranpng over tile whole scale of' express-
ion f'rOlll gentle irony to biting satire. THroughout nis work prevails a 
certaJ.n geniality of temper whl.ch endears hJ.m to tne reader as by "tiue bonds 
of frJ.endship, and tne same t:i.Jne convinces t11e reader of me author's lit-
erary honesty and smpIJ.ci ty. In no way WHatever does i:le make sacrU"ices 
for effect at the expense of' self-respect or of tne wholesomeness of rliS 
source of inspiration. 
In his literary expression Pereda is a true representative of tne pur-
est acade~c standards molded by tne most classJ.cal traditJ.ons. In otner 
words "Pereda ha sido uno de los literatos que mejor han escrito el castell-
ano en el siglo XIX. It 1 .til. s style 1s cil8.racterued by elegance, a quah ty it 
never ceases to nave :tlowever reall.stl.C tne mood. Pereda's style may be said 
1 Obras Campleta:;;, XI.LI, XVJ.J.. 
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, 13 
to resemb:.J;e -~n(;;:t 01' Cervantes, nvt so rmCll witn. respect to t,i6 VeJcaouL;.ry 
or tne sentence structure as in tne way that l. t seems to reveal tne author's 
cnaracter. Tm.s Cervantine qualJ.ty in Pereda is unconscious, 1'undamental, 
and spontaneous, arl.sing out of quall.ties of ~nd ana soul. It J.s, "express 
l.VO, ~goroso, pero poco transparente, poco l~gero, demasiado soll.da, se 
2 
armonl.za con esa naturaleza salvaje, cuya majestad y grandeza canta." It 
is a "Creasury of idiomatic language, and excels in representl.llg "Che racy 
talk of "Cne common people. 
E.L mJ.SlllO lenguaje popular es o:Ldo en su desnuda 
reall.dad, sin otras correcl.ones que las impuestas 
par el aecoro debido al lector. Y ya que del 
lenguaje popular uablamos, dl.remos tall1bl.en que 
es uno de los elementos l'uertes en la novela 
regl.onal de Pereda. 3 
Moreover, nne nas taken a long step towards realJ.z~ng tne ideal of many 
wrl.ters ai' our own day -- tnat of uniting t.ne language of daily h,1'e wl.th 
tnat of ll.terary expressJ.on. n4 Tills unJ.on of the two neretoi'ore confll.cting 
and almost irreconcilable languages constitutes an inestun.a.ole servJ.ce to his 
country. ne seeks nis e1'1'ec"Cs by natural means with tne result tnat he J.S 
able to fl.nd tne approprJ.ate l'for<i WJ. tnout any apparent e1'fort. nJ.S express-
;l.uns yield "Co delicate shades, wnJ.le at tile same tilne they are I'orcei'ul and 
l.d~ODlatic. 
A hJ.gn ll,terary tecnnJ.que l.S the secret of Pereda's tyle. UNo nay 
I 
fal tas de construccl.o'n en Pereda. Por el contrarJ.o, es uno de los escrJ. tares i 
I 
2 Cesar tlarja. Libros X. Autores .'l1odernos. G. E. otecnert Co., New Tork, 
ll:l24, 365. 
3 lbl.d., 365. 
4 w:-rt. Bishop. "Jose l'darl.a Pereda. ltv/arId' s Best Literature, XXIX. The 
International Society, :New "'ork, 11;9'1, 113~ 
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:rn:is perfectos 'iue tcnenos. Lo que .,ay es 'lue e~ .• plea ;ilUCU(,S e;il"os y t;erminos 
.; 
regionales de la Montana (Santander) y esto hace dif~Cil su inteligenc~a, no 
solo para los extranjeros, sino tamb~en para bastantes Espanoles. n5 
Pereda excels in his descr~ptions of the fisher-folk and the mountain-
ear, for \lin every l~ne tnat li.e wrote tne reader can sniff tne salt breeze 
from the Cantabrian snore or the fortifying odors of tne mountains. Tne 
dialogue nas a singular savor, tue descriptions are so ricn and var~ed that 
tl1.ey bring into play all the resources of tne Spanisil language, and especial-
1y of tne speech, 1'01" tne idiom of the i:ll.dalgo cnapado .! ~ antigua exnales 
,,6 
a certain arcnal.C perl'ume. 
In particular ne possesses ".l1e difficult art of reproducing the priml.-
tl. ve, picturesque speech of nis peasant and tisher-l·olK:. hiS superb workman-
snip enaoles nim to depict very nonestly these numble people in their simple 
and most ordinary conversatl.on. because of' tnis trait Pereda's work is 
very dif1·l.cult to translate; rurtnermore, the r~chness of his vocabulary 
nearly baffles the translator wno is well equl.pped wl.th the best of diction-
aries. Sl.nce the literary beauty of tUS wor~ is not always apparsnt a little 
special initiation is required before the reader feels nimsel!' refR l.d 1'or 
ll.LS ei"for"Cs • 
.dis wor.:c concerns itself cniel'ly witn tue influences of hollIs and waves 
and 1.S therefore steeped in tJ.lel.r color anci atmospaere. Pereda understands, 
feels and sees Wl.th tue eye and aeart and brain of tue Lt.Sl1.er.:oo.n and the 
moun-ca.l.neer. 1 t loS "nis deep unuerstandolng of tne poor, n1.S syrllpathy wJ.th 
5 Obras Completas, XlII,xv~J.. 
6 Ernest l'aerJ.llH:ie and S.li-.J:ilorley. A .I:1J.stOry 2! SPan.LSh Literature. uenry 
Holt and Co., ~ev, lork, 1930, 548. 
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iIllperturable gen.l.al.J..ty oi' HlS "Camper t.hat give Pereda1 s wn.tings tilel.r in-
trJ.nSiC value. ue drew his creatlons from .in.s overfloWl.ng noble passion" 
1'rom lUS unusual powers or observatJ.on and natural talent for expresslon. 
ne uses lur instance" meam.ngl'Ul expressJ.ons SUcn as drooped lids and also 
unexpected eyeshot. .Lie llkawJ.se portrays an en"Clre character by a mere sign 
or gesture tnat enables one 'co 
detect tne conquering assumption of a fellow 
by tne twist of his sash,Clle cock of' hu rlS.t 
over elert eyes" rlJ.S strut under a gl.rl's 
balcony, and,the flourlsn of nl.S cane. :Lou 
can read tile maiden's heart oy tne conScJ.ous 
fold of: ner mantl.lla and side flash of: dark 
eyes on ner way to church or market. He maKes 
us l'eel the fierce sun raystnat -'YnJ.ten tae 
hair in tne intervals of: sturm, the rusiung 
tnick shadows of the WOOtiS, and we are con-
tent tuat tne story srlOuld be an unobtrusive 
melody" recurrent" interrupted, oozJ.ng out 
t.l.lrougH pleasant corners; now in a church 
pvrcn" again unuer a urJ.ppl.ng wnbrella, or a 
g;lor.Lous oak, along a cLully ruad, or uown 
tne sunny tree. 'f 
tie is an autnor WHO states very little, yet rUS reader is able "Co understand 
mucn and even recognJ.zes vl.vJ.dly a face merely glanced at, not descrJ.bed. 
by a single pilrase of nis splendl.d prose i1e .loS able to illuml.nate a whole 
mountal.n-side: tllos verdes remendos de su branas y el rojo mate de sus re-
secos nelecholes. "t3 Just as el'fectively does he paint the sea in tne most 
proI"uuna. and immeasurable silence 01' J.ts sleep. I "Algunas veces se Ol.a un 
'" , l.Lgero cnasquJ.du no leJos de la oarquia, como e1 que prOdUCl.rl.a una pedre-
'{ .uannah J...yncn. tlPereda, tne Spanish Novell.st." Contemporary KevJ.9W,LXU, 
18\:J6,22b. 
8 AUbrey bell. Cuntemporary SpanisH Literature.h.nopi' \Jo., l~ew torle, 1;;125,4:4. 
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zuela arroJada al agua.lt~ lie C,jeS n,"t c" e;.1.te brilJ.:lant scenes, exeeptcnose 
tnat may be suggested by a glimpse tnrough a rifted cloud of inart~culate 
1;l.fe. Tnere is no otner wr:!. ter wno is able to outdo him as a landscape 
pa~nter in rendering tne fert~le valleys in tne~r calmness or the vexed and 
tempestuous Cantabrian sea in all its fury. Pereda's principal delight was 
:Ln CilB.racter I seen against tne mountain country from 'Wll.J.Cn it naturally 
sprang. 
I Escede segun ya ind~camos, en el trazado de 
los caracteres energ:LCOS del pueolo, de la 
mon-cana y del mar. 1 aqu:.. Hay que .uacer otra 
aclara.Ci~n. Empezando por a~tir la real-
idad de es-cus caracteres populares, hay que 
mucnos de ellos es-can ideal:Lzados, si no 
i·an-casecldos. DeSde luego cabe reun~r Ia may-
or parte de los que el novel~sta nos presenta 
en dos_6rupos: el de los buenos y el de los 
malos. 1 
Pereda was one of Spain's best and most tYP:lcal of reaL1.sts. he not 
only possessed a real~sm noted ior v:lgor, sincerity, vital furce but also a 
digIlJ.ty WIUcn contrastea with tne weary cynicism of .cus conternporarJ.es. 
pereda nas not only l~llKed the best l:lterary traditions of ~s age w~th all 
tneir natural sources, but ne has also succeeded in adapting tilem to our 
more modern concept~uns. .u.iS type 01' reah.sm is one Wh..l.ch nas -che true 
etrucal r:mg and WiLLen sprl.ngs 1'rom a sound optimism of fait!l. .I.t is a 
~ J.bid., 44. 
III -C' . '~"""'. esar J:)arJa, vvv 
1'/ 
a reall.sm as mUC!l in advance of trie older realJ.sm as our ideals and our 
mode of 1:I.fe are in advance of those of' centuries past. 'J.'He keynote to }'er-
eda's realism comes i'rom a l'und.a.mental 0asti1ian trait of sympatnetic and a 
l'rl.endly observat;J.on 01' nl.S fellow-men, blend.ed Wl.th a great consideration 
for numan dignity. Al·tnougil i1.e gives us pictures ttlat are 1'aitrlful to real-
ity in every coarse detail, yet tne worst 1:;na.t can be said of those scenes 
is tna1:; tney smack strongly of tne sOil. As an understanding and sympatnet-
1.c genl.us ne is able to penetrate to the neart of everyday existence and to 
ennoble tne most conn-non-place. I1his characters are real human beings, wnich 
ne impartially studied in all 1:;he crude bareness of actual 11.fe, wl.tnout 
elegant a1:;tenuating conventional idealism on tne one ,~nd, or brutal cynic-
ism on '(;He otner. n11 
THUS Pereda witu nis realiSJ'n. gives an impression qul.te different from 
tne one wn1.CiJ. modern wrJ.ters display wnen lingering over revolting de1:;ails 
or analyzing tIle insl.gnl.ficant. !.i.e is content in ennobling the vulgar and 
in penetrating 1:;0 the core or common-place existence. 
El realismo ar\ji~tJ.co de rereda sube tanto ~s 
en grado, y tanto m~s se eleva en naturalidad 
y en belleza, cuanto mas el noveli sta desciende 
haste. el pueblo. Entre todos los tipoa que 
apare~en e~ sus I~adros novelescoa, son sin duda 
los mas meJores. 
Pereda dr~ the vJ.llage and country folk as ne saw tnem. Ine cnange 
was so radical tnat ue naa to eduC::ite hJ.s audience. Tnl.s task of education 
11 Obras Completas, Xl.L.i., xxi. 
12 Cesar ~arja, 359. 
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Lie accomplished tnrough me medium o£ his novels. ue declined to accept tne 
cuaracterization of realists ii' it ranked hJ.l!l under tne ,t"rencn banner o£ 
naturalism. ""e llilUsel1' does not wisn to be classed with tuese literary de-
cadents as is evident l'rom ius own words: 
Si par realismo se ent.J.cna.e 1a a:ricion a pre-
sentar en el libro pasi0nes y carac"eeres HumUS 
y cuadrus a.e la naturaleza, dentro del decuro 
del arte. real.!. sta soy. y a mucna .Wllra 10 
-cengu; pero Slo con tal calificativo se me 
qU.1.ere i'loll,ar, COlliO ya se 11a necno, y liasta en 
son de alabanza, baju las oanderas, triuni'-
ant;es nay ultra-montes, de Ull natura11.snlO 
Hed1.ondo que pinta a1 desnuco 10::; e::;tragus 
del alcono1 y las obscen.l.dades tie las manceb-
; 
l.as, prutesto contra la injur1.a que de tal 
illudo se me ini'iel'e ••• Desae luego renuncl.O a 
la glor1.a de ser poeta de semejante Il.naje. 
En carllb .I. 0 , qUlero rel. vJ.ndicar para nu' la muy 
escasa que me pertenezca por Haber venido al 
campo del arte mucno a.tltes que todo eso, tal 
como anura soy y sin otra fi1iaCl.,Jn n~ otra 
escueia que nll. peculiari'sma complexl.on 11terarl.a.13 
11.1.S llumole types do not in a.tly way al.l.enate uur interest; so "cil.B.t we 
grad.ually and unconsciously begl.n to snare tne author's strung allegiance to 
t11e poor. Despite tne1.r laCk 01' wox'ldly embelll.suments nl.S cn.aracters nave 
a moral clarJ.ty. ne succeeds l.n manl.1'esting "Cne very deptns of we soul, the 
livJ.ng core o£ numan foeh.ng::;, of'mural scruples, or seli'-sacr.lfice, and of 
neroism. .tie l.S a reall.st in the broadest sense of tHe term; and as a £aJ.th-
£ul paJ.nter of manners 01' one corner or Spain, ne may be said lito be wi tilout 
14 
a rl.val at llome, a.tld wJ.tn no master abroad." .tie nas been properly named 
13 Jos~ Marl.a de Pereda. 
14 
Gomez, MadrJ.d, 1921. 
namlan Lyncn, 21;;. 
De Tal Palo,l'al Es"CJ.l1a. lmprenta de los nJ.jos de 
-----....;;----
tile pioneer and standard-bearer 01' tue best modern realism in Spa~n. 
/ No es ctJ.fici1 adver"t~ r que mucno de su realismo 
ar-c;stico se insp~ra direc"taIDen"t en Ia rea1idad 
m.a"terial, y:mis de uno de sus aeroes, incluso e1 
fray .A.po1J.nar ete Sot.L1eza, na V.l. v.l.do una vida 
corporal. En caSJ. todos sus personajes se des-
cubre 1u msmo: un ~'oneto de vJ.da ma"terJ.aI l ,y de rea1idact vJ.v~da, un ser de cuerpo y alma. ti 
Pereda was tne realJ.st of tne old Sp0..Iu.sn "traditJ.onalJ.sts, i'rank, dignJ.fied, 
i 
noble and sincere. Real~dad J.dealJ.zada J.s tIle pHrase employed by ltienendez y 
Pelayo to sum up !us manner. IS 
19 
It is "tue c.iu.ef merJ.t and distJ.nction of Pereda to be tne most brJ.lliant 
exponent w.l.tnm modern tJ.ffies 01' tHose ideas ann I·eel:i.ngs tn:1t are dist.LnctJ.ve-
1y CastilJ.an. By UJ.S religJ.on ana standard of cuaracter ue J.S a representa-
tive oi' "tue SpaJ.n uf 'Cue sixteenth and seventeentn centur.l.es. rie typJ.fies 
tile conceptJ.ons of' Spam.sll penJ.nsularJ.ty, its independence in living its own 
life wJ.tu an utter disregard l'or and indif'ference tu f'oreJ.gl1 0pJ.nJ.on. Pereda 
J.s d~strustI'u1 01' modern progress t~lat sacr.l.fices every consideratJ.on of soul 
culture in the mad race lor worildly success. .nl.S worll: reveals Ii tt1e or no 
sympatilY wl.th outside influences, and thougn ne was well acquaJ.nted with "tne 
(Jest in Frencn, BIlgli S11, and ItalJ.an letters, tnese did not influence m.s ovon 
ways 01' 'ChJ.nlCing, but rather serven as agent::> .I.or crysta1IizJ.ng 'Cue more 
clearly nJ.s native indivJ.duaIity. ttl"or Pereda believed tnat to go outsJ.de of 
15 C~sar Bar ja,358. 
16 George Tyler ~ortnup. An lntroduction to Span.l.sh Literature. UnJ.versity 
of cnicago Press, CUJ.cago, 1941,3'/5. 
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one's natural Spi.Lere or group meant pretent:l.Ousness. tI I EspaiiolJ.smo may be 
defined as an intense love of t;ne Spam.ard l·or tne culture, t;he trad~tions, 
and everyt;L1J.llg tHat pertalns to tIle motner country, Spain. Pereda's m:md 
was sat;urated W.l.tIl a profound conSClousness of espanoh.smo, and ne bent eve 
ef'r·ort to oppose ·by iUS h.terary contr~butJ.ons tHose W"LO sougnt t;o break 
from regJ.onal bonds. 
Rarely does Pereda ment.Lon in illS worle any country except tile Lin~ted 
states, and tru.s last in terms tHat betoken his impression of awe lor tne 
:i.rIt:uense material andooundless oppurtunJ.t~es and 01· n~s fear of tEe eVJ.ls 
wnicn he associated W1.tn this vastness. he iw.mediately cautJ.o1!s llJ.S people 
to be satl.sfied w~th tnat wn1.cn tney Have wJ.th1.n reaCH, in t;ne .lollowJ.ng 
words: 
Que se acostwnbre e1 hombre a vi vJ.r con 10 
que t1.ene a sus alcances, y veras como no 
se Ie da una nJ.ga por toda esa bat;ahola de 
cvnquistas cientJ.ficas con que tanto se 
pavonea el presente siglO.l~ 
LOVE OF NATUIiE 
As an artl.st Pereda i inds an endless series 01' pl.cturesque moods in 
20 
nature. .tie is in adrru.ration 01' Chuse whose l1.ves are tne closest to nature, 
tnosewhose desires are .l·artnest from tne art.Lf .I.cia11 ty of tne ci vilu ad 
being. To m .. s native valleys and mountains 11e opens up Ill.S heart as a lover 
17 Edi tu nal: "Pereda and tne Modern Novel. II London TJ.mes Literary 
Supplement, Feoruary, 1:;;;33, 65. 
18 Obras Completas, X1Il,xxv. 
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ana admir~ng d~sc~ple; IUS devotion and loyalty to Can~aDrian nature are un-
bounded. Tue sl~gilest cil8.nge in ~ne sky, tne splasn of the waves, the smell 
of plowed ground, tne murinur of a brook, the rustle of a leaf, tile cnirp of 
a bird, all ~LLese are accurately Pllotograpiled on n~s nund. To .rum tne 
sw~uer in tne Montana ~s "el suave y cont~nuo rumur de todo 10 que se mueve 
en la naturaleza, como un internunable arrullo de amur, con sus cnasqu~dos 
de besos.nl\:l 
he is ttle art~st~c soul, of nis prov~nce, saturated mtn tile influence 
of ~ne .Ll~lls and waves; steeped ~n t-Lle.J.r colour and atmospnere; understandin 
i'eel.l.ng, see.l.ng W~ ti1 ~lle eye and neart and Drain tne t1dal movements of tHe 
waves and. impenetrable stead.Iastness of tne S1erras. J:<'rom "Clie Escenas 
Iilontanesas onwards, nis seascapes, n1S p~ctures of ancien~ DU:.Llaings, narrow 
streets, .llulaole .l.nter:l.ors, nis portraits of .l.ndiv~duals, not types, wnich 
represent every grade of soc.l.ety, from v.l.llage urcn.l.n to feudal lord, re-
ceive in equal measure his sympathy and attention. 20 
In U:l.S Hands tne elements are instruments l'or making contrasts more 
vl.V.l.d, ~or settl.llg tortn the antJ.tnes~s between God and maIl. If man made 
~ne town, u-od made tIle country. The presence of tHe former suggests only a 
work of human greed; tne streets of tne town conceal tue majesty of God to-
ward WhJ.CIl ~ne peaKs of n~s Montana solemnly point. In tile presence oi' a 
beautiful pJ.cture of sea or mountaJ.n, ue l"inds tne turb.l.d stream of' human 
life clar:l.fied as by ~ne Dl.vJ.ne breatn; doubts are dJ.spelled, tr1als are 
19 Obras comple~as,XVll,142. 
20 Romera-f.javarro. iiistona ~ 1:! Literatura Espanola. neat!l and Cumpany, 
Cliicagu, 072. 
are f'orgutten. 1n all tne moods of nature in ;;ne Montana ne finds, eve!"'J 
IllJ,.nu;;e of tHe day 
e1 n~mno sublime, e1 poema, e1 cuadro, 1a 
ann-onia insuperables, que no se nan escr~ to, 
nl. pintao.o, n.L conlpuesto, no sonao.o todavJ.a 
por los nombres, purque no alcanza nl. alcanza-
ra jamas a tant02ia pequenez del ingen~o hunano; 
el arte supremo • 
.t1~s booles are cut off I'rom tne n~gnways of civJ.lJ.zation, just as tne 
Cantabr.1.an coast ~s cut from -;:;ne rest of tIle l'en1.nsula by a moun-cal.n range. 
fill' it is a mountain sketcn l1.1<:e his qua1.nt, Sabor ~ ~ T1.erruca, you can 
breatne tne clear air of tne SJ.erras tnrougn every page. If it l.S a fisher 
novel, ll..ke, Sotl.leza, tne pages taste salt lJ.ke tue air of the coast.,,22 
To him, "dice mucno menos la Cl.udad can sus estruendos que la agreste natur-
aleza con au meditabunda ;;ranqul.lidad.,,23. Pereda's picture of a country 
lao. h,vl.ng in the city, overCvlil.e lJy tne turmoil, made nomesicK by tae rows 
of' houses, seelnS always ;;0 express tue nope tnat tne l'orlorn w1.11 return to 
tne ll.gut and ::;hade 01' "trle Montana, wnere ne will find a "I'ragancia tan ex-
qUisi ta y igualada por lus artl.l·icios on.entales. ,,24 ne is in fine a lover 
01' good cheer and a 1'ervent adnU.rer of nature l.n its beauty and grandeur. 25 
21 Jos~ Mar1.a de l:'ereda. Penas Arrl.ba,XV, Imprenta Lopez, Buenos Al.res, 
1~3b,lb\1. 
22 .tl.annan LynCH, 21~. 
23 Obras Completas,IV, 121. 
24 
20 
Obras Completas,XV, 5th;. 
Ed). torJ.al: ItPereda and tne .w.odern l'iovel." 
Supplement,65. 
London T:Lroes Literary: 
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MORAL VALuE 
Tne work o~' Pereda is of rare honesty, breatning a !lJ.gn moral purpose. 
ne successi'ully develops tue -eneory of a perl'ec-e IUSJ.on of morality and true 
art. ln niS mJ.sS:i.on as a IJ.teran interpreter of ins Santander waves and 
mountaJ.ns, lle produces studl.es of provl.ncJ.al life "Wnl.ch, are un:i.versal in ap-
pl1.cation and mal<:es cnem tDe expressl.un of wuolesome morals, vatnout str.1.vin 
or makJ.ng efforts to teach a lesson. The dominant note is a protest agains't 
all tHe corr'Uptl.ng moral -eendencies tnat arise in tne progress of modern:lSIIl. 
tae ~nd.lctment of tne autnor agal.nst modern 'times 1.S based on -elle paSSion 
for luxur:l.Ous self-J.ndulgence and on tile desl.re ior rJ.cnes as tile means of 
acquiring puwer. 
In attampt~ng to remedy tnese eVJ.ls, ne reverts to an idealJ.SIIl .vhich 
derives its inspirat:i.ons from tne old patriarchal simplicity tnat had few 
wants and l'ew temptations. Since he is an ardent discJ.ple of tne simple lif 
nis moral prl.nc:lples stand out clearly in nis consideraiacn of town and 
, t . 26 coun-ery, W!l.~Ch ne conl;ras s turougnout IUS work. in the splendor o£ the 
ci ty tne autnor sees the penalty of departmg l'ram the more bas~c values of 
l.:t.fe. .tie judges wJ.tn strJ.ct impar-eiaLl,ty the ciu'ferent condJ..tJ.ons 01' men, 
but discerns tne prum.l.se oi' tne future only in tnose whose boves are closest 
to nature: 
Donde quiera que nay nombres, cultos 0 incultos, 
nay deb,d.dades, ronas y grandes l'laquezas; pero 
~. ____ --------------------------------------------------------------2_41 
i 
rona por rona, ilaqueza y deb~lLdad por 
deD~ll.dad es prel'erable la de los aldeanos I 
que muy a menudo nacen reLr, a la de los 
Hombres lolustrados cuyos causas y cuyos 
l'ines, par su abo~nable naturaleza y sus 
alcance~t casl. siempre ponen a punta de 
Horar. 
AS a ligntnouse, hign on a paint of sollod roc1<, is unaffected by t;ue 
surl' t;lJ.a t roars aga~nst tHe cl.l.l'fs, so i'ereda, entnroned upon .u s granl. te 
laith in Cnurcn and I;)tate, regards tne rel.1.g.l.vus and political upneava.l 
arvund, out l'ar beluw nJ.1li, Pereda luoKs upon SCl.Bnce and Progress as empty 
names to him. Tne end uf man be.l.ng to learn and to labor .L.n tnat partl.cular 
stat;e vf IJ.i'e unt;o V'JhJ.Ch it pleased God to call rus l'orel"atners, and for 
tnat end, wuat need haS ne of Science or of i'rogress? 
Pereda's neroes rel.l.g.l.uuSly perform their duty to iiod, but tney also 
ful1'ill 'Cuel.r obl.l.gatl.ons to tne~r 1'ellow men. Tnere is not tne sligntest 
tinge of mystl.cJ.Slll lon the !udalgos of m.s regional novels, 1'01' me peasants 
are content 'Co do t.tleJ.r duty towards God. '.J:heir lvyal ty is shown by leaving 
tiim in .u.eaven Wl. th perl'ect confidence that .ue WJ.ll do Jil.S duty toward tnem. 
27 Obras completas, XV, 163. 
CllAPTER III 
ESCENAS .M.O~l'ANESA.S 
Escenas liontanesas conta~ns tne essence of Pereda's art, and though 
later ne writes longer novels, nis delight is still in the description of 
fast-vanisaing customs. tie is more interested in studying carefully cnar-
acters tnan in meticulously draw~ng out the thread of' tue action. We have 
the sketcn of' tlle raquero, WHO l~ves by petty larceny i'rom ships along the 
quays; of' tne old-fasn~oned nousenold in a moun~ainvillage -- by a pointed 
nereditary prLvilage Saint John is consLdered as one of' the family, and ~he 
saLn~1 s wardrobe of' garments l'igures in ~ne wasning list. The wake at a 
village l'uneral, .i:1e~gHtened and intensif'ied by tne frequent toast, "to the 
glory of' tne dead, It lasc~a' s bidding l'arewell to [ler son on a sn~p bound 
f'or the Indies, and ner reproaching of ~he uru'ertJ..le sOLl tnat causes its 
sons to elIlJ.gra te are i'or tne most part descr~pti ve of popula r customs, or 
usages, and are truly representative of tne author, who describes himsel1' 
- ,,1 as np~ntor escrupuloso de costumbres montanesas. l'he noble l'igure of Tre-
montorio, dying qu~etly in his house, altnougn he nad nearly perished in tne 
storm because of nJ..s intrep~d oravery and hiS unwJ..llingness to lose his 
scapular, LS tHe lirst and l'oremost of' Pereda's long line of masterly por-
tra~ts in numole lJ..fe. 2 
1 Jose/Mar~a Pereda. Pedro Sanchez. G~nn and Co., Boston, 1~16, xlv~. 
2 Rollo Ogden. "Tne Last of tne Race. n Outlook, LXXXIX, June, 1\:108, 489. 
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Escenas llontanesas is considered not only the forerunner of the author's 
work, but also the epitome of his characteristic qualities displayed in the 
most noteworthy of his Santander novels. They are pictures which disclose 
the heroic qualities of an unspoiled race, ~th external blemishes, it is 
true, but sound at heart. 3 So true and complete is the delineation of most 
of the characteristic types in this volwne that one can say that perfection 
of method is for Pereda an accomplished fact. 4 
LA. LEVA 
.!::! '!!fi!.!!: (Weighing Anchor) is a semi-pathetic, semi-humorous, and human 
study of a poor fisherman, Tuerto by naLle, and his Vlii'e. It is the earliest 
of a long series of wonderfully lifelike studies or sketches of the men and 
women who live by the sea and are often devoured by it. Regarding the ~ 
Leva, this tribute may be adequately applied: 
En La Leva esdonde por primera vez hacemos 
conocimiento can Tremontorio, esa aoberbia 
figura artistica que hubiera enYidiado 
Shakespeare, tan asido al .terruno la mar 
como la ostra a la pena, y en cuyo entre-
cortado, energico y pecuSiarisimo lenguaje 
se advina toda una raza. 
Writing of La ~_~~, Menendez y Pelayo does not scruple to assert that, "there 
is nothing in all ancient and modern literature so deep, so moving; nothing 
3 Romera-Navarro. Historia de la Literature. Espanola. Heath and Company, 
Chicago, 1928,573. --- . . 
4 J. D. M. Ford. Main Currents of Spanish Literature. Henry Holt and Co., 
5 New York, 1919, 230. -- -----.-
Francisco BlrulCO Garcia. La Literatura Espanola en e1 Siglo XlX. 
Saenz de Jubera Hnos., Madrid, 1903, 516. - - --
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that leaves an impression so ineffaceable as the last pages of this tragic 
sketch. tiS He likewise considered ~ Leva the best short story since the 
t · f C ... 7 ~lfle 0 ervan"es. 
It is said that from time Umnamorial there has existed be~veen the sea-
going folk of High street (the street along the heights) and those living 
by the water-side an inexting~ishable feud. Each quarter forms a separate 
fishing guild, since the two corporations are unwilling to adopt the same 
patron saint. The High Street folks, or those belonging to the Upper Guild, 
choose saint Peter, while those of the Lower Guild commend themselves to 
those illustrious saints of wham it has been said that they arrived miracul-
ously at the port in a bark made of stone. They have built as a damonstra-
tion of their faith a picturesque chapel in the Miranda quarter, overlooking 
a wide expanse of the ocean. 
Tuerto "Cross-Eyes" enters his house, tosses off his serviceable tar-
paulin hat, throws aside his duck waterproof coat, which he has carried on 
his shoulders, and hangs up on a nail a basket with an oilskin covering, for 
it was full of fishing tackle.8 He immediately proceeds to partake of the 
badly cooked meal prepared by his wife, and not yet satiated, he remains at 
the table expecting something else, which does not came; he looks at the 
empty stew-pan, then finally upbraids his wife for not being able to provide 
his family with a better meal with the money that he has furnished. 
6 Rarmah LynCh. "Pereda, the Spanish Uovelist." Contemporary Review, LXIX 
7 1896,223. ---~ 
George TYler l~orthup. An Introduction to Spanish Literature. University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago:-l94l, 373. 
8 William lie Bishop_ tlllose Maria Pereda." World's Best Literature, XXIX. 
The International Societ~l, New York, 1897, US09:-- -
The wretched woman laments and groans; the children weep; and the irate 
mariner sallies forth to the balcony, where he finds Tre~ontorio to whom he 
bewails the deplorable situation of his hmne. 9 
Uncle Tremontorio, who has arrived from the sea along with his mates 
Billy B~vline and Tuerto, has stayed in his balcony, knitting away at his 
fishing-nets. .Uthough he is perfectly aware of the dispute that has just 
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transpired across the narrow street, it is not his custom to concern himself 
with the domestic affairs of others. The furious husband, who is in great 
need of an outlet for his venomous rage, draws near to his nei&~bor and gives 
him a detailed account of his troubles. 
In the meantime, the neighbors who had been watching suspect so~ething 
unusual and decide to watch the entrance of Tuertols home more closely. At 
last their curiosity is satisfied when the door opens and Tuerto emerges with 
all his children and proceeds to his parentis home, without paying the least 
attention to the entreaties of his wife. The latter vehemently objects and 
pleads with her husband for the custody of their cllildren. But he, undaunt-
ed by her entreaties, proceeds to place the children in better hands. This 
having been done, he immediately leaves for the port, where a boat awaits 
him. 
In this boat there ar~ about a dozen men 
dressed in the same fashion as Tuerto, and 
like him a~ch carried a snmll bundle of 
clothes on the arm ••• They had taken leave 
of their parents, wives and children, 
9 Hamilton Wright Mabie. tlJos~ l.Iaria.de Pereda." Outlook, LXXXIX. 
June, 1908, 484. 
who from the land continue to a~dress 
words of love and hope to the~. 0 
Gradually the last few finally make their way into the boat amidst the 
agitation of the multitude. Tuerto is the last one to enter the boat, for 
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he hesitates in leaving his father and neighbor, ,vho have accompanied him to 
the boat. The embarking is a pathetic scene, as those who thus leave will 
be obliged to be in the service of the country for the space of at least 
four years. To perform their duties in this service, they must break the in-
tunate ties of family and friendship. 
The oars have already touched the water, but the boat relnains at a stand:-
still, for TUerto is still holding the cable in his hands as if unwilling to 
depart from his beloved land. He is brought to a realization that the de-
parture must be made by the gruff command of the captain, who orders him to 
loosen his hold on the cable. Tuerto then obeys reluctantly, the cable drops 
into the v.ra.ter, and the oars begin to creak, while an infinite "adioslt is 
heard to resound from the Illultitud.e on the shore. The boat disappears to-
ward San 1la.rtin, in whose waters a steamer a:waits in order to receive the 
members of the crew. 
When the boat reached the side of the 
vessel, the multitude on land who by 
now could not discern more than a small 
black speck on the surface of the water, 
withdrew from the scene, until there re-
mained only a single g~oup. This group 
consisted of the close relatives of the 
absent sailors. The former clung to one 
another, as it were; the men consoling 
the women, an1 they in turn comforting 
the children. 1 
10 Jose Maria Pereda. Obras Completas,V,160. 
11 Ibid., 164. 
~ong the sad group is the kind and unselfish figure of Tremontorio, and 
what a pathetic figure of 
grim maganimity, of taciturn sacrifice, 
of squalid heroism is Uncle Tremontorio, 
who ~cs sailed in warships and has visit-
ed many strange lands, but who remains 
ashore to comfort the womenfolk ~~d look 
after hislfriend's wife and neglected 
children. 
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Because of the fact that he has no family of his ovm and also because of his 
deep-seated sympathy for others, he becomes a tender foster-father to many; 
and he refuses to leave the scene until each has gone to his ~spective 
home. 
TrlE FOURTh OF OCTOBER 
By the time that the month of May arrives the grain supply ha.s so dwin-
dIed that there is not a single kernel to be seen throughout the entire 
province. Therefore, there must be another source of subsistence for their 
cattle until the month of August ~hen the empty granaries will aga.in be re-
plenished with sufficient grain for the following winter. Fortunately for 
the animals there are in the province a few pasture-lands in ~~, as also 
in Palombera, and other sections where the cattle from the various villages 
are taken from June until October. These privileged villages are entitled 
to send their cattle to these selected grasslands, as arranged in the 
deliberations of the council. 
12 Harillah Lynch, 223. 
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In order the better to administer these affairs there is in eve~ Vil-
lage a selected board, called alcalde de cabana, whose responsibility it is 
to decide all matters pertaining to the business of grazing. 
Ei~lt or ten days before the thirteenth of 
June, or on the feast of Saint Anthony, the 
shepherds or herdsmen proceed from far.m to 
far.m with two iron markers, in one of which 
is the complete name of the village in small 
letters; and in the other marker the initials 
of the same in large size. They then pro-
ceed to estimate the head of cattle to be 
taken, also to ascertain the number found to 
be without markings. If the latter is the 
case, they are applied to the hot iron brand. l3 
In the meantime, the men discuss which of the cattle is regarded worthy of 
leading the herd, the honor of leadership being conferred on the one judged 
to be the strongest. To have his animal seleoted as the leader is consider-
ed the highest compliment that can be bestovred on its mvner. 
On the dawn of the feast of Saint JUlthony, 
the headmen meet at a designated place, to 
help one another with the herd that is to be 
sent to braze; and then they officially be-
gin the march in search of Penalabra or 
Palombra, which they do not always find 
until affer three days •• Here the animals are 
left until the fourth of October. l4 
The fourth of October is awaited with tense anxiety by the entire vil-
lage, for the dawning of that day means the return of their beloved cattle. 
In order to manifest their joy in meeting their cattle, they attire in their 
gaily-colored costumes as if preparing to interview a personage of great 
note. They assemble to hear in the distance the faint tinkle of the cow-bel: 
13 Obras C~upletas,V, 356. 
14 Ibid., 357. 
1 
dolon .. dolen .. dolon, which becomes more audible as the cattle approach. 
until they are so close that the people are able to distinguish even the 
very color of the leading ones. 
The breathless spectators rush to a certain location where they form 
ill two rows in order to be near enough to see their beloved cattle more at 
closer range. Each headman in the meantime minutely and anxiously scruti-
nize and counts the cattle as they parade before him. After the lapse of 
an hour .. the officials of the municipal government of the village assembl.~ 
at the gathering place of the villagers .. the entire villaCe participating 
in the proceedings. 
One of the headmen who has rendered disinterested services to the 
village by assuming the responsibility of the cattle,presents himself befor~ 
the ~Ayor and gives a detailed account of the happenings that occurred 
during the grazing period, and if necessary, the reason for the failure of 
the return of the animals. The headman substantiates the death of animals 
by taking from an almost empty sack two horns of different sizes, which 
are to be identified by the owners. The mayor then orders the owners of thl 
dead cattle to come forward and officially identify the animals. The entire 
multitude is then asked for any complaints to be brought before the board. 
Several of the ~ners respond by protesting that their cattle are leaner 
than they were when first taken to pasture. Sometimes other protests simi-
lar to this one are also rr~de. The headman explains all happenings and the 
condi tions transpiring during his time of watching over the herd to the 
satisfaction of all the villagers concerned. 
One hour later each neighbor gathers the 
cattle which belong to him in a field, 
a...'1.d then j ournies home with them, lovingly 
vi ewing them now and then vv'i th such a 
delight ••• , as that which a proud father 
feels in the presence of his only son 
who has returned from the University i~5 
order to spend his vacations with him. 
LOS BAILES CAMPES TEES 
The success of country dances and the enthusiasm with which the country 
folk adopt them have made the dance a prirr.e necessity in all the principal 
celebrations of Spain. For this very reason the principal ones of thevil-
lage, after giving the matter some consideration and enumerating all the 
cultUral features, determine to improve the conditio~s of the site of these 
amusements. The first improvement is the construction of a wall, sufficient-
ly strong and durable to keep out the curious crOWd, who tend to dampen the 
enthusiasIll and enjoyment of the dancers. Since the surface of the place 
is quite rough and not appropriate, and also out of due consideration for 
the ladies, better locations are secured so that the gatherings are then 
held in the land of Atalava for the feasts of Saint John and Saint Peter; 
while for the feasts of Saint James and the Martyrs the crowds assemble 
in the land of' Miranda. 
This entertainment is sponsored by a commission of' at least four mem-
bel'S who have duly chosen by the out-Going one and who have been judged 
worthy of' such dignity. A list of nElrleS is presented to each member-elect 
15 Obras Completas,V, 368. 
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of the commission, who acquieses to this duty by his signature on the mar-
gin of the list. This list contains also tLe names of the names of select-
ed young people who are privileged to attend. The honor of being selected 
for these dances is a distinction held in the highest esteem, for such an 
award is bestowed only upon the youth of irreproachable standing in the 
village. On the eve of the dance the appointed member of the commission, 
presents those selected with the credentials of a partner and also vnth no 
more than three invitation tickets, printed in gold letters on bristol-board 
and endorsed by the entir'e cormnission. These invitations are distributed 
with the greatest precauti;)n. 
The occasion of a dance is a solemn one, for the selections generally 
fall to the elite of the village. Every measure is taken to insure a: most 
delightful evening for the participants. At times when rain threatens to 
stop the enjoyment, the oOL~ssion, who is present to handle every detail, 
give orders to the musicians to cease. The lanterns whioh until now adorned 
the space are removed to some sheltered place so that the entire affair may 
be oompleted without any great disruption. 
Some of the elders of the village Who often accompany, but who do not 
take an active partin the diversion, consider this practice of their young 
people a very laudable one and proceed to make more improvements, which in 
their opinion tends to raise the social status of the village to a much 
higher level. 
The initiative and responsibility for this "orthy project is taken by 
one of the commission who immediately proceeds to acquire a site where a 
beautiful and spacious hall is built. Here are held the customary dances 
during the entire sunwer, particularly those associated with a religious 
solemnity. At the outset only persons who neglect to subscribe to this 
excellent cause are prohibited from participating in it .. but later there 
are no restrictions placed on those wishing to take part. As a matter of 
fact, nearly three-fourths of the Village are accupied with some detail or 
or relating to the dance: 
The one part of the village participating in 
the dancing;while the other will either watoh 
it or promenade on the lawns, or assist with 
the luncheon; and the other one of whioh you 
will be the jUdge; the other fourth must be 
subdivided into three groups: the first place 
themselves in the Vargas street, opposite the 
dance hall, where they will spend delightful 
hours in listening to the musio; while at the 
same time they enjoy the illumination of the 
hall. The second group,in the meantime, pre-
fers to assemble in the Alameda in order to 
view at closer range the costumes of the 
young ladies who are going to danc6;then the 
third group barricade themselves in their own 
hames, to excuse their absence from the dance 
wi th a feigned headache, Which absence, to be 
more precise,is caused by a lack of a suitable 
costume. 16 
Thus the country dances have developed notwithstanding the concern of 
many who consider them a detriment to the social culture of their people. 
They have become so much a dominant tendency of the Spanish character that 
they are considered a vital necessity. The people of the various regions 
are able to live without schools and theatres, but never without bailes 
oampestres. Dancing to the Spanish is not merely an acrusement, but it is 
16 Obras completas, V, 402. 
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a vital expression of his deepest religious sentiments. 
THE LaS T OF THE RACE 
The story now moves back to the scene follovving the departure of Tuerto. 
There was Tremontorio walking down the wharf, lifting his figure above the 
crovvd of fishermen's wives and vagabonds who surround him. 
Same of the women were groaning, others sighing, 
and wipL:..g their eyes frequently wi th the hem 
of their aprons or with the back of the hand, 
'while the street-boys swarmed in and out amon~7 
them like ants, with the liveliest curiosity. 
Tremontorio is talking to everybody without looking at anyone, pouring out 
his hoarse speech, gesticulating wildly and accentuating his words by the 
pounding and clenching of his fists. Anyone merely observing his actions 
without hearing anything that he is saying would consider him to be the 
fierce master of a drove of slaves and not the most sympathetic comforter 
of that afflicted band. 
Meanwhile near the headland of San :ii:artin, a 
man-of-vmr was straining at her anchor. A 
thick column . of smoke was blown from her fun-
nel by the brisk northeast wind, as if to wave 
farewell to the city of Santander. Grouped 
on bou.rd were the valiant fishermen whom the 
latest conscription had torn them fram their 
homes, for some it was the last glimpses of 
land. It was to see the last of them that 
Tremontorio, the rough Hercules of a sailor 
bronzed by all the climates and buffeted by 
all the seas of the world, had come down with 
the sailorls wives and children. 18 
17 Rollo Ogden, 485. 
18 Ibid., 485. 
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of him begins to moan and lets loose a torrent of cries ana. accusations.But 
Tremontorio, still deeply stirred with the sad scene that he has just wi t-
neased, stalks away to his own den, flings himself upon his mattress, and 
sleeps away his forebodings in regard to his nephew, 1uerto. 
The brave veteran thinks that, despite the revolution, he can make his 
living by his persistent daily labor, if not in peace, at least honestly by 
spending his few remaining years by taking from the depths of the sea,enough 
for his subsistence. But the abolition of the ~ooiety of Registered 8ail-
or, decreed by the central Government, is a cruel blow, which even the broad 
and firm shoulders of Tremontorio can scarcely support. 
When he is no longer able to deny the truth of the report of the recent 
abolishment of the society, he wanders restlessly up and down the wharf, dis 
charging his rage upon the very first comrades thl",t he encounters. The fish-
ermen explain to him that they had labored and petitbned for the abolition 
of the ReSistered Sailors' Society, hoping thereby to abolish merely the 
conscriptions, without realizing at the time that thereby they would be de-
prived of their exclusive rights in the waters of t:,at harbor. 
But after awhile when time had proved that the sea, despite the new 
law, was not being profaned by landlubbers, and when Tremontorio is no long-
er able to endure the tedium of his inactive life on shore, he returns to 
his launch, but with much grumbling. 
It vras the evening of that same day when the 
terrible stonn engulfed three hundred and 
eight fishennan between Fuenterrabia and 
Cabo ~'iayor. Eighty of them belonged to 
Santander ••• Tremontorio was one of the 
few who had been saved, almost miraculous-
ly; and that, on account of the fearful 
hardships he had gone through at his age, 
he had been brought to death's door. 19 
l'remontorio has been cast ashore from. the shipvvreck in time to die in 
his own bed. A sailor sitting by his bedside watches the ghastly figure 
and wishing to encourage him, inquires, "How are you feeling?tt to which 
he answers in a sailor's figure of spoech: 
My hull is worn out, my masts have gone 
by the board, the harbor is a different 
one, and the bar is narrow; when do you 
need a pilot if not at such a time?20 
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The by-standers continue to question the dying sailor in regard to the many 
symptoms, the preliminary movements, or the slightest indications of a com-
ing tempest. But it was only after a prolonged silence that Tremontorio 
ansvwrs 'with a bitter sruile: 
19 Ibid., 487. 
20 'ibid., 487. 
Th;;o,t .i.dnd never gi vas any. There you are, 
in your boat as peaceful as a leaf on a 
tree. Land is in si&1t, and the sea is 
li~e a cup of broth. Youtd think that it 
might stay that way f'or a month ••• But then 
suddenly a little breeze strikes you in 
the face. You then look off to the nor t -
east, and there you see a yellow-gray 
mist covering the sea and coming on with 
leaps like a wild beast, with a rushing 
noise as if torrents of water were flow-
ing down all the cliffs on the coast .)Then 
you see and hear that, your blood stops; 
but you seize the oars and run up a rag 
of a sail to trJ to scud before the ,rind. 
~ ____ ----------------------------------------------------------3-,9 
But the storra is upon you before you can 
make a single stroke. The waves lurch at 
you~ first in herds~ and then in a huge 
heap it hurtles fonvard. 21 
The dying sailor persists in explaining how the great flood of foam flings 
the launch about as if it were a nutshell~ carrying it up and down; and also 
describes how the tide cleaved past him in a wedge of fizzinb white. But 
to him the most shocking misery was that of opening his eyes and not being 
able to see a man in sight, not a boat, an oar, a coast~ a sky, nor anything 
tha t can give you the least hope of deliverance. .As he is further importun-
ed to recount w.:."la t had actually happened that he was saved. Tremontorio, 
with a veritable expressio~ of surprise, resorts to brusque evasions, until 
TUerto, who has till now been a silent listener, stands as if to emphasize 
his words m.ore clearly: 
21 ~.~ 488. 
I will tell you about, Senor~ for we two 
were saved together. The hurricane car-
ried us before we knew it, within two of 
the cables of San Pedro del ~~r; and just 
as we thought we should not stop before 
being. slooshed :.into the sand, a tremend-
ous wave, the like of which I had never 
seen before, turned us bottom up. When 
I came to the surface, of all my four-
teen comrades, only this one was in sight, 
about six yards away ••• ,\n oar was thrown 
his way by a wave, and he grasped that 
and rested a bit. But I then noticed 
that he caught hold with only one of his 
arms, and that he did not help himself 
in the slighest wi th the other. "Swim 
this way, tI I shouted, tltill I can reach 
you a handA and then you can get hold of 
the bout. uG2 
Tremontorio, clutching at the oar with one arm, was on the verge of even 
losing his breeches, in the pockets of which was the scapular of the virgin 
of Carmen. He was more than determined not to lose the blessed scapular, 
and while he was still speaking, he \vas violently dashed against Tuerto 
by a sudden mountain of a wave and was then enabled to grasp the launch. 
At the S8.i~.e time a wave with a solid back 
rose abo'J9 us off to the windward, such as 
no mortal man ever sa\v the equal of. I 
thought that ~~s the end, not only of our 
lives, but of the whole world ••• But it 
sem~s the wave must have driven us to the 
shore when it broke, for we found ourselves 
there when we came to life ag~!n, grasping 
pieces of the shattered boat • 
• 4..fter listening attentively to the deliberate words of Tremontorio, the 
visiting sailor bids farewell to him saying, "I shall hope to see you 
again, It to which he answers in slow and expres::>ive words: 
22 Ibid., 488. 
23 "I'b'Id., 489. 
24 Ibid., 489. 
Why not? We are all sailors on the same 
sea and have set out for the sa."'D.e port. 
If Satan does not separate and shut us 
out of it, we shall both anchor in it -
- I tomorrow and you some oti.er day. 24 
SOTlLEZA 
sotileza "Fine Spunll is a prose epio of the Santander sea-folkiindeed, 
it may well b~ consiuered a bible of sea-folk, with their suff~rings, all 
their vices and virtues, and above all their hardships and perils. Although 
it is classed as a sea story, the reader does not see much beyond the harbor 
bar, but the author paints the shore existence in strokes that have the en-
tire breadth, the color, and the meaning of life itself. 25 All these are 
but forms of varied life combined in one harmonic entity to create pictures 
upon a vast canvas, dravm in the free strokes of a master whose favorites 
are the "heroes andnL~os, los valientes, que pagan de su oficio las tampes-
tades del cantabrico. u26 Appropriately described are the notable features 
of Sotileza: 
Los personajes en Sotileza,el ambiente de 
marieneros, y sobre todo el mar, con sus 
borrascas y sus calmas, mar para marineros, 
mar c~ninando galopado por las barcazas de 
pesca, constituyen un poderoso cuadro de 
costumbre, cuya resultante es/un brioso 
paisaje oceanico, y cuyo espiritu parece 
encarnarse, esencialmente, en agil muchacha 
que da nombre a la novela. 27 
Silda, the heroine, who gives the book its title, is the most notable 
of Pereda's oharacters. Beoause of her remarkable personal qualities of 
25 Hannah Lynch. npereda,The Spanish Novelist. II Contemporary Review, LXIX, 
1896, 227. 
26 JOs~ ~aria de Pereda. Obras Co::npletas,XI. Editorial Sopena, Buenos Aires, 
1940, 8. 
27 Pratt valbuena. Historia de 18. Literature Espanola. Barcelona, 1938, 748. 
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neatness and chann, she is given the nicknruue of Sotileza, which in local 
parlance is a term applied to fishing tackie and is often used to designate 
the finely woven texture of pendant or ligature to Which the hook is attaoh-
d 28 e • She has been adopted by a cruel fisher-family who stand for the 
nadir of brutality. The oppression becomes. so intolerable that the girl 
finally tal(;es refuge with an honest and prosperous fisher-couple with whom 
her filial relations are exemplary and happy. Some idea of Sotileza l s 
worth and character, can be gleaned from this tribute paid to her by her 
guardian :i..echelin: 
••• Si vos digo que, a no saber quien rue su 
madre, por hija se Ill. tomara de auguna enfanta 
de Ingalaterra ••• cuando es de una senora de 
commerciante del ::v;.uelle ••• Y 10 que yo 1e digo 
a Sidora cuando me ernpondera la finura de su 
cuerpo y la finura de obra del angeluco de 
Dios: lIesta~ Sidora no es lill.ljer, es unda purs. 
Sotileza ••• 9 
scant of speech, stainlessly pure in person and mind, she traverses a shore 
existence with three l'3.ds of her ovm age, each manifesting his love for her 
in a different way. One is her social superior, a young gentleman in the 
fullest sense of the word;another is the son of her enemies, a shy fisher-
lad; the third, the lowest harbour-loafer with the most primitive of instinc 
s. 30 The nobility of he r character will be quite evident from the furth er 
developments of her influence upon her associates. 
28 Hannah Lynch, 229. 
29 Jose Augustin Ba1seiro. 
30 Company, New York, 1944, 
Hannah Lynch, 229. 
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r One of th e finest characters in Sotileza is Padre Apolinar, the real 
sailor's priest. He is one of them, with a sailor's rough dialect,consist-
ently human, often concealing his virtues under a brusque exterior. Pereda 
seems to shield the apparent shortcomings of the parish priest, perhaps 
because of his priestly garb.3l 
The return of ships always stirs the admiration of the youngsters Who 
have an insatiable ambition to explore some hidden treasure in the distant 
future. This is the desire that the Maruca, that mysterious cavern located 
hear the wharf, instilled in Silda and her three companions as saunter on 
their way to San Martin. The hlaruca is situated near the place the water 
fl~Ned out like a river, leaving whorls and wrinkles where it raced over sub-
merged rocks. 
The water was bushing out through a wide 
opening fram the rear of the wharf, and 
on the opposite side were the rills of 
foam marking t..h.e water-mark of the sea 
on ti1.e wall of the Canadio causeway. This 
was surrounded by the facade of a dock-
yard that still exists, and a high thick 
wall that joins it on the eastern side ••• 
This was the former Maruca which joined 
to the bay by a small bridge, and which 
possessed a frightful cavern which a few 
hrave ones dared to explore. 52 
True, Cuco had often assured others that he had succeeded in going through 
the cavern of lv~aruca and had come out through that of the Muelle, which 
~s in the middle of the sea; but he altered his account of the mysterious 
31 Ibid., 228-229. 
32 Jose Maria de Pereda. Obras Completas, IX. Victoriano Sua rez, hladrid, 
1900, 36. 
-noises so often that his undertaking was frequently disputed. 
The majestio entrance of a ship into the harbor is, indeed, a deeply 
impressive scene, and to ~~tness the grandeur of the event tne majority of 
the people in the village always assemble. Their first thought, however,is 
directed to the Virgin of Latas. Sonetime before the scheduled arrival of 
the ship a candle is placed in a prominent place to honor the Virgin and to 
thank her for the protection and safe landing of the vessel. The quiet 
beauty of the occasion is tersely portrayed in simple,yet majestic language: 
How beautiful the sea seemed th' .. t day.' The 
sea is verdant and phosphorescent, ruffled 
by the breeze; and the sun shedding its jOy-
ous light, which sparkled bet'ween the folds 
of the bay and in ~ge traitorous sandy beach 
of the Quebrantes. 
Despite the great conoourse of people who gather to see the arrival of 
the boat, few words are exc:langed. This inability to voice their sentiments 
is due either to the heightened suspense and restrained impatience to hear 
from a loved one or to the enthralling scene that holds them speeohless. 
33 Ibid., 50. 
34 Ibid., 51. 
Yonder in the background are the bluish 
peaks of the fuatienzo and Arrendonodo, 
and nearer, the elevated curves and the 
shady recesses of' the mountain ranges, 
which were outlining the view from the 
hills of Galizano,as far as the ports of 
Alisas and Cavada showing through a lumi-
nous mist as a veil woven by fairies, with 
impalpable fibre of dew; and at a hand's 
distance the rugged hills of l)untal, 
whose sandy foundations were rec~!ving the 
bitter kis;3es of the flood-tide. 
All seem to be petrified by the view vihich nature at this moment is uni'old-
ing, all except Andres, who seems to be deeply concerned about the return 
of hiS father, than he is about the aesthetic beauty of his surroundings. 
,At last the spell is broken by the joyful cry, tlThere it is lit 
And there it was, the Montanesa ••• loaded 
with sails even to the brim and the nation-
al colors waving in the breeze. Hardly had 
it put into the harbour of' f'Unta, when it 
was already seen to be scraping the south 
of t:le small island, and i.mru.ediately take 
the direction of -I:;he canal. The breeze 
would gently impel it forward and its most 
powerful beams seemed to sway on bundles 
of soft cotton. 35 
Thus the ship gradually approacnes with the sureness of one who well knows 
his destination, until its nearness enables those on shore to hear the 
I1sound of the track of the ship, and the creak of its riggings, the clink of 
the chains upon being taken fron their place; while near to the prow are 
sufficient braces for the opportune moment.,,36 In the meantime those on 
shore listen to the gentle purl of the water and the rattle it makes as it 
fights its way towards them. By this time the anxious ones on shore are 
able to distinguish one or the other of those on deck. Andres limnediately 
recognizes his father on the prow. Those on shore Inanifest their intense 
pleasure by waving and tossing their caps wildly in the air. The boat it-
self, as if stirred by the same sentiments as tho se on shore, gallantly re-
turns the salute by the sharp creaking of its riggings ruld the splashing of 
its anchors. 
35 Obras Completas, IX, 53. 
36 Ibid., 54. 
Thus it remains in this gallant position, 
playfully swinging in the bed of fiery 
foam, which she herself stirs 1:.t"ld produces; 
but after a stron.g movement, the fiery 
sloop remains fixed over the tranquil wa-
ters of the anchoring ground of the 9sa, 
like horse of mettle, held firmly inac-
tive bY3+ts rider at the height of its 
course. 
An ideal day for fishing having been selected, Andres, Bilda, Muergo, 
, 
cole, and tio :l>iechelin make all necessary preparations for the excursion. 
On the morning of the eventful day, they arise early in order to attend the 
Mass that is said at an early hour at Saint Francis, for the convenience of 
the fishermen. They embark just as nature is garbed in a cloak of immutable 
serenity and when the brilliant sun is beginning to adorn the beautiful pan-
orwna of the bay, whilst abundant rays sparkle on the smooth crystal of the 
waters. So serene are the elements that the hoisted sails remain motionless. 
Since there is no breeze, the oarsmen are required to use t.'1e oars. Silda, 
who is seated in the Lloat, presents an entrancing picture, "with a red silk 
kerchief over the jet black jacket; her dark blue skirt ••• and the half of 
her head hidden by the graceful kerchief !:. 180 oofia.,,38 
At last finding an ideal place for fishing, they 101 .. rer the useless sail 
aHd set about to throw their first bait beneath the Castillo, 
37 Ibid., 56. 
38 Ibid., 331. 
because close to the roc>;:s and the deep is 
where the valuable fish are to be found. 
Then they placidly sail to the island 
of the Torre, and then towards the op-
posite beaoh, because boats prefer the 
sandy bottoIll; and later to the Pena 
Horadada; and thus from rock to rock 
from beach to beach, fishing whatever 
can be handled. 39 
4'( 
All around them the appearance of the water is like that of a smooth, and 
brilliant mirror. Tio Mechelin in the meantime indulges in the daily habit 
of standing at the prow with uncovered head, reciting a Credo and ordering 
others to join him. The pleasant morning passes quickly, and as the thought 
of a refreshing luncheon whets their appetites, they proceed to row tovrards 
the beach for their noon-day meal. They arrive at the coast about a half 
hour later, while the 
breeze was increasing a little; and as 
the beach is plain, the surge invades 
it a good space between the open sandy 
beach and point in which, the boat pUr-
posely ran aground. It was so placed 
that it was a question of' whoever was 
not able to land with one jump or to 
pull off shoes and stockings, had to be 
content in being carried on the anus of 
someone stronger.40 
The avidity .vith which all partake of the delicacies is an indication 
that Andres' mother has prepared a most delicious luncheon. After the 
customary siesta they return to the boat, where they find Cole, who has 
remained to guard the boat, fast asleep. After persistent calling from the 
shore, they succeed in arousing him and then all proceed to the boat, where 
39 Ibid., 333. 
40 Ibid., 336. 
48 
a.ga.in Tio llechel{n claims the honor of its command by virtue of his age. 
Andres, who has eagerly awaited an opportune moment of assuming the leader-
ship, submits to Mechelin vdthout a word~ in avowed respect to the older and 
, 
more experienced sailor. Mechelin then 
obtains the fishing-rod and seats himself 
at the head, while there could be heard 
only the flapping of the smooth canvas; 
as of the drum-head of a paper kite. The 
boat was on its course, rising ~nd falling 
on the billows of waves which strike it, 
like an impetuous horse that encounters an 
obstacle on its way.41 
As the month of August is rapidly coming to an end, all possible effort 
are exerted to prepare for the traditional boat race, which is held every 
year, as a finale to the solemn feast. Every one desiring to participate in 
the race is Obliged to repair the various parts of the boat, making sure 
that the boat is in excellent condition. The one from Arriba is painted 
white with a red band, while that from Abajo is decked in blue and white. 
eleto is one of the crew for the fon1er, while Cole and Guarin undertake the 
management of the latter. Both rivals have one common goal, the winning of 
the race. The victor wishes to manifest his intense love for Sotileza by 
presenting her with the prize banner. 
The long anticipe.ted day finally arrives, and at about two 0' clock in 
the afternoon the crowd begin to gather on the rocky banks to view the race. 
On the balconies of the near-by houses are many who prefer to enjoy the 
41 Ibid., 345. 
the scene away from the confusion of the multitude, while others who desire 
to be at closer range seat themselves in the nearby boats. The people in 
the distance suddenly stir from their reverie at the sound of music which 
becomes more audible as the musicians approach the location. The musicians 
progress slowly towards the boats until they arrive at the bridge of a coast 
lugger. which has been elaborately decorated for the occasion. The fishing 
smacks and other boats that surround them extend in wide rows toward the 
north and south. Those who are to compete in the race are breathlessly in 
assigned places waiting for the final signal. At last the intensity is 
broken. 
The two boats passed so swiftly as if a 
mysterious hurricane was impelling them 
forward; and within three minutes they 
had sailed past the honor banner Which 
fluttered and saluted them. Sometimes 
the blades of one of the oars would 
touch the rival one, but the strokes 
rose and fell without ceasing, and so 
many strokes at a time, as if one sin-
gle arm was moving them;and the oarsmen 
doubled and straightened with unalter-
able rhythm in such a manner that men, 
oars, and boats, seemed to compose but 
one single body guided by a single will.42 
A few minutes later they are so far away that their colors can no long-
er be distinguished. Finally one of the boats disappears behind that side 
of the island which is scooped with sheltered rocks. The other follows with-
in close range. Both again reappear wedging their way across the bay and 
towards the crowd until the spectators are able to discern the colors of one 
of the boats. 
42 Ibid., 453. 
-
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The two boats in the meanwhile have not slackened their speed since the very 
beginning of the struggle. 
The first boat advanced like a flash arriv-
ing at the mouth of the wide canal; and from 
there, with the oars already on the side, it 
approaches the boat with the banner. Cleto 
then takes the banner with one stroke, amid-
st the applause of the multitude; and without 
losing its speed, the winning boat approaches 
that of tio hlechelin; and there Cleto, trium-
phantly hands the prized banner to Sotileza, 
and says in a strong voice: "Take it,my dear 
Sotileza, that you way fasten it with your 
own hands. 43 
Amid the applause of all eleto has the happiness of presenting the banner 
to Sotileza, the fairest and most beautiful of all maidens in his eyes. 
The labor in the fields during the month of August is barely finished 
when the seamen must again return to the vicissitudes of the sea. On this 
particular morning it is scarcely five when the sailors are awakened and re-
quired to prepare to embark in the Rampa Larga. The dim light of the coming 
day guides them as they pass the street on their way to the pier. The deep 
silence is broken only by the sound of their own steps. As the throng of 
fisher-men reach Rampa Larga, loaded down with fishing-nets and much of the 
other necessary equipment, they immediately man it and place it 
43 Ibid., 455. 
on its course and begin to stroke its subtle 
keel on the proud and brilliant surface of 
the bay. By that time the light of dawn is 
beginning to outline the profiles of the 
r 
land-marks from ~uintres as far as the 
Cabarga mountain; there also appears the 
reflection of the coast of San ldartin on 
the crystal waters ••• and in the surround-
ing meadows there was seen the beginning 
of the ordinary activities of country 
life, that fa~4hest away from the conflicts 
of the world. 
Doubtless, Andres and the other fishermen can not but help appreciate the 
surrounding view, for no one could contemplate a scene such as this and not 
be stirred to the very depths. It is on this occasion that iUldres resolved 
51 
to throw his lot with the fishermen, for it is excursions such as these that 
are capable of making him realize fully that fishing is a pleasant way to 
obtain an honest living.45 
It is a foregone conclusion that in order to catch the best fish it is 
expedient to sail farther into the deep sea or to be at least eight miles 
away from the harbor. Time for reminiscing is brought to an end with the 
sudden shouts, UPraised be to God ~It It is the first indication that the 
fish are about to bite. 
44 Ibid., 567. 
Cole at once pulled in at the fishing line 
and hastily withdrew some distance, but not 
without a strong grasp on the line. A hake 
landed in the boat, which to Andres, not 
being accustomed to fishing methods, appear-
ed as a monstrous shark. He clapped his 
hands from sheer excitement. Moments later 
he saw the landing of another, and then two 
others; the sight of this urged Andres, so 
that he asked to be Given a fishing line in 
order to try his luck. 46 
45 Jos~ Augustin Balseiro, 94. 
46 Obras completas, IX, 574. 
But Andres does not succeed as the others, and therefore the entire morning 
is spent in futile attempts to attract the fi/?h. In the meantime the sky 
has been assuming a different appearance: 
Along the northern horizon, which appeared 
unsettled, there was an aspect of the sky 
with varied hues, in great irregular bands 
of intense blue, impressed in a depth of 
brilliant orange-color. The Pyrenees seem-
ed as accumulated mountains of larGe masses 
of threatening clouds; the sun, in its high-
est course, warmed more than ordinary, when 
it was not being hidden by the various hues. 47 
The unexpected smoke signal, given from the forelan.d, indicating that 
the bay is becoming disturbed towards the south, is indeed a distressing 
sign of impending danger on the way to the coast. They fearfully obey the 
signal and strenuously clutch to the oars. For more than an hour nothing 
more can be heard then the 
crujir de los estrovos, y las acompasadas 
caidas de los remos en el agua, y del 
ardiente respirar de los hombres que ayuda-
ban con su fatiga a las lonas a medio hench-
ire A ra tos era e1 aire tambien mas firosco, 
y entonces descansaban los remeros. En los 
celajes no se notaba alteracion de import-
cia. l:'or la popa y por la proa se veian las 
lanchas que llevaban al mismo derrotero que 
la de Renales. 48 
But this is llllinediately followed by a thundering noise as of gigantic trains 
approaching. The rowers abandon the oars in order to carry out the orders 
of the desperate leader, but before they suspect it, their launch is in a 
47 Ibid., 574. 
48 Ibid., 579. 
whirl-wind of rain. At the same time such a heavy cloud covers the horizon 
that the only things visible are the splashing waves against the bobbing 
bark. Nothing worse can be capable of freezing the blood of even the most 
valiant man. To increase their apprehension t!~y see an oar sweep past them 
on the rough waves. A moment later, another oar; then the floating corpse 
of Muergo adds to their intense agony and suspense. Andres now takes entire 
ComL1and as Renales, the leader, is thrown headlong into uncffilsciousness. 
After ordering all hands back to the oars, Andres assists the men untiringly 
in order to surmount the mountains of waves, and they all try with super-
human effort to attack the threatening danger that surrounds them. But what 
direction to pursue? Placing themselves in the hands of God, they row in 
the direction of the least storm until they espy 
a great multitude of people, on the hill 
of Hano who are watching the dashing of 
the-waves, and the terrible situation of 
the boat. A colossal wave would dash at 
the boat now and then ••• but the oars con-
tinued to creak, the men to pant, and the 
boat continued to bob, but4§t the srune time it is gaining ground. 
As they near a rugged mountain, their hoPft of deliverance fades for they 
are now more than convinced that here they will be dashed to pieces. But 
no, the wave passes and the boat begins to glide into more settled waters. 
Again another tempest has spared them. 
V{ho, after witnessing such a storm or reading the fisherwoman's lament 
49 Ibid., 592. 
r at her sick husband's bedside, would argue over the trifling price of 1'ish1 
Poor fellow 1 Fifty long years struggling 
with the 'sea, with chills thott give fever 
and suns that scorch, with wind and rain 
and snow; little rest, a moment's sleep, 
and o1'f to the smack before the break of 
day. And then, shut your eyes so as not 
to see the image of death that always 
goes aboard before any li ving creature, 
and accompanies the poor Wretches, to 
end their business, when they least ex-
pect it and when they have no other near 
help but God's mercy ••• lf they only would 
think what it costs to get that fish out 
of the sea, V(ha t pe ril 1 What work 1 And 
why, good sir? Because the first day the 
unfortunate fisherman remains in bed his 
f~~ily has nothing to eat, however labor-
ious and honest he may hELve been, like the 
poor fellow here, who h~snlt a single vice. 50 
eleto continues to make various voyages, always returning a much more 
accomplished person and always preserving his upright nature. In the course 
of tirr,e Sotileza, having the good sense to feel that Cleto is a much better 
match for her than Andres in the higher station, marries the former. 51 
50 Hannah LynCh. "Pereda, the Spanish l'ovelist." contemporary Review, 
LXfX, 1896, 227. 
51 William Henry Bishop. World's Best Literature, XXIX. The International 
Society, New York, 1897, 11322:---
EL SABOR DE LA. TIERRUCA 
l'ileneridez y Pelayo, in referring to the Sabor de la Tierruca (Redolent 
of the Soil), writes in his prologue to the Obras Com.pletas of :Pereda: 
It is a book of the rural and mountains, a 
book which is filled with perfmnes of the 
soil and brings us neither problems nor 
conflicts nor tendencies, nor another single 
thing except what has been placed on the 
earth in order to please the eyes of mortals: 
water ~nd air, grass and light, strength and 
life. 5 
In the first chapter the descriptions of the region are admirable; they form 
one vast panora;,la of rural life. One peculiar detail to be noticed in the 
beginning, when the author has not yet begun his great painting, is the 
use of the words "green"and ltblue" in his description. In the remainder of 
the magnificient painting that the author describes there is not another 
single word of color. In one section where he describes the market place, 
he has an opportunity of using a vast number of words designating colors, 
but again in this description of fruits and linens he does not employ one 
single word to specify the colors. 53 In the characterization of the oak, 
Pereda says: 
Ordinarily t,,8 oak-tree is a wild,untamed 
personality of the woodlar.d. It grows 
where you loast expect it, ~cultured and 
52 Jos~ Augustin Ba1seiro. Novelistas Espanoles IV~odernos. Macmillan C06., 
New York, 1944, 80. 
53 Ibid., 81. 
55 
neglected; between brambles, in the crevices 
of a boulder, at the edge of the river, in 
the bare ridge, on therug~ed hill-side, and 
at the bot~om of the dale, or in any place. 
It grows slowly, as if the inaction is bore-
SOLle to it; stretching and twisting its arms, 
it gapes and spreads its legs apart, and be-
cOmes old, dislodged and knotted; and places 
its g~rments to one side and leaves the other 
half. bare. It never adorns or brushes itself 
and it only removes the old garments when it 
is spring, then it is that it tears its gar-
ments into ~atters in order to'dress it with 
a neVi one. 5 
vO 
The woodland in more concise terms is a plantation of prickly oaks, a wilder 
ness among ostentatious beech-trees, the shiny silver birch, the showy and 
stately alder-tree, and the colorful holly-tree. 
In this woodland are accoIm11.odations for at lea.st six persons. This 
make-shift dwelling can be rea.ched by a stairway along side the trunk of the 
gigantic oak which lithe natural fertility of the soil has covered with soft 
green tapestrf. From that site, as well as from the fountain, one can view 
the gorgeous landscape, .,55 as well 3.S from the :vast plain of meadows which 
are traversed by foot-paths. At the end of this extensive plain, stretching 
ahead from east to west is "one wide zone of hillocks and bare ridges yonde~ 
sylvan mountains ydth green patches and shady ravines; bluish mountains; and 
still further up peaks leaden with identations. n56 As the summit of an as-
cent of about fifty yards is a wide plateau from which a small village can 
be glimpsed between groups of fruit-bearing trees and narrow passa38s. The 
54 Jose l~aria pereda. El Sabor de 190 Tierruca, X, Imprenta de Ramona 
Velasco, Madrid, 1922, 19. --
55 Ibid., 21. 
56 Ibid., 21. 
r 
height of this observation pemi ts a minute examination of the landscape in 
all directions, and from this elevation there is also visible a neighboring 
village, sloping into the m.eadow and"lining the back and sides of the vil-
lage are thick f,roves of the chestnut-trees which gradually disappear into 
shrubbery towards Cumbrales."57 
From this imposing height can also be discerned ~he outline of the 
rival villages of Cumbrales and Rinconeda,joined by brushwood, turf, and by 
rush; while in the adjacent prairie there are other meadows and a river whic 
meanders from Ponionte to Levante. The mountains, of which the snow-capped 
peaks resemble a colossal diamond of sane irmnense beautiful ring, fom the 
boundary of this picturesque whole. 
The village, situated on a higher plane, has by the very fact of its 
location developed peculiar characteristics, which are quite opposite to 
those of the people v/ho dwell in the corner of the m.eadow. These chaa:acter-
istics ar~ so adverse that the villagers frequently come to loggerheads over 
some point of' local prestige, and one one occasion there is even a pitched 
battle between them. This is probably the direct result of different admin-
i stra tions. 
57 Ibid., 23. 
58 ~., 25. 
Cumbrales aruninisters its own affairs, and 
has a mayor, councilmen, municipal judge, 
and public school in perfect ordGr; while 
Rinconeda does not have more than one petty 
officer, because it is a small fraction of 
a municipal whose capital is far away.58 
btl 
The apparent facility which those of CQ~brales demonstrate in the care of 
their sheep and other anunals provokes and intensifies the animosity of the 
people of Rinc~n!~. Another source of contention is the buoyant disposi-
tion and cooperation of the inhabitants of Cumbrales. But the petty animos-
ity, as described by Pereda, are not deep-seated. The conflicts that take 
place are only outbreaks of healthy animal spirits, pent up by their own 
narrow circumscribed interests. 
Halting on the same heights as before and surveying the illimitable 
fields below, the reader finds it wlpossible to fathom the full measure of 
the scene, hut notwithstanding the distance it is possible at various times 
to perceive vividly the activities of the country side: 
If it is in April or May ••• one can see the 
neighbors ploughing in the open plain or 
pulverizing the clods with the rake, or 
covering the furrows after planting. If it 
is in June, when the grain is already green, 
it is the melodious songs of the laborers, 
who work in large files. But in August 1 
When the grain is already matured, one can 
discern the workers, with their drinking 
horns at their waists, spreading out the 
herbage of the land. In the meantime,the 
women, distinguished because of their gay 
colored skirts and straw hats, pulverize the 
loa:rnswith the handle of the rake, or employ 
themselves in gathering the grass in stacks. 59 
To characterize the activities of the rural folk in the most descriptive 
term, Pereda compares the people themselves to myriads of ants going to and 
fro about their daily tasks. 
59 lb· d 
---=-.- , 34. 
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Juan de ~rezanes and don Pedro are intimate friends. Both have the 
opportunity of receiving a higher education, but don Pedro soon contracts 
the feeling of loneliness and returns to his beloved soil; while Juan de 
Prezanes, imbued with more worldly ambitions than his friend, persists in 
his studies. For some political reasons Juan de Prezanes seeks the aid of 
his friend, on whom he wishes to bestow a prominent position as a recompense 
but the latter refuses to cooperate with him by emphatically answering: 
"But understand that I shall never struggle by your side, except in order to 
exterminate those intruding tyrants from Cwnbrales. 1t60 With the most possi-
ble serenity don Pedro vainly attempts to explain to Juan de Prezanes that 
the latter is being deceived and that his ambition will not be of benefit 
to Cumbrales. Finally, infuriated by the obstinacy of his friend's intoler-
ance, he exclaL~: 
How can our friendship be lasting, if my 
heart is broken by your brutal intoler-
ance 1 Why do you detest me,? . Is it be-
cause I am better than you, because I am 
worth more? Is it because in one fiber 
of my heart there is more nobleness than 
in your whole being, puffed up by vanity 
and hypocricy?61 
These two hidalgos, whose families are now falling out, now ma?~ng up, are 
intrinsically sound, their disagrem~ents arising more from the accidents of 
temperament than from. any actual grievances. Of these friends, Pereda says: 
60 b' 72 I ~d., • 
61 Ibid., 75. 
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De los encuentros entre Juan de Prezanes~ 
y don Pedro Montero. surgen dos retra tos 
de cuerpo entero; en aquel ve.mos 10. red 
nerviosa~ agit~da de continuo por 10. cor-
riente electrica de 10. passion. 62 
Baldom.ero~ a rustic youth~ dwells with his father and sister near the vil-
1a.ge church. Don Valentin, the father, is deeply imbued with the idea that 
his people are degenerating because of materialistic influences, and as a 
vv 
consequence of this belief he daily makes his son a patient listener to his 
complaints. The trend of this degeneration can be grasped from the father's 
own words: 
I tell you in truth that man is degenerating 
from day to day, and that tnose virtues which 
made the Spaniard, in other times a model of 
chivalry, are rapidly disappearing. But I 
will not fail in my duty, although the entire 
world betrays the temple of liberty. There is 
no way to convince these ignorant ones 'that 
the law of progress imposes duties, the same 
as the law of God. 63 
The apparent disinterestedness of his son to these srone sentiments irritates 
don Valentin; but he only displays his displeasure by a scornful glance 
while his son very conveniently slips away for a quiet nap. 
Pablo and .Nisco, two neighbor friends ~ frequently enj oy a day rambling 
through the mountains~ but Pablo's father, who is a lawyer~ expects more 
from his son than his mere sauntering to the hills. As a consequence~Pablo 
is frequently reprimanded. The father fails to impress his son with his 
future significance as one of the leading men who will have a far-reaching 
62 Francisco Blanco Garcia~ 523. 
63 Obras completas, X, 83. 
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influence in Cumbrales. The son is given to understand that to hold such a 
position he is required to conduct himself in a manner that will command the 
respect of the people. In reviewing the qualities of his friend, Pablo swm-
marizes them by explaining to his father that Nisco, aside from being a very 
conscientious worker, is more intelligent and high-minded than those who 
assune the authority of underestimating his true worth. The son reiterates 
his firm conviction of his friend$ integrity in tile follOWing tribute: 
He will not became a great instructor or 
lecturer of note, because his occupation 
is incompatible with that; but further, 
in him there can be awakened superior 
tastes for his position. Nisco is the 
best in the village for the purpose which 
you are pointing to me, and so, to Nisco 
I will cling. 64 
The ensuing jaunt of Pablo a':'jd Nisco to the mountains, their progress 
through the grain-fields of the plains offer cotL"ltless opportunities for 
observation. They slowly wend their ~~y, now and then commenting on the 
thickets, on the neighbor who prefers the raising of cat-tails and rush to 
that of good grain, on the copious foliage of the trees, on the fragrance of 
the woods, on the vastness of the land, and on the distant mountains. These 
are only the responsive heart-throbs to the scenic sentiments, which are 
stirred no less by the reality than by the naturalness that pervaded it. 
That both are unconsciously moved by the surrounding country is evident 
from their actions. Pablo occasionally touches the flowers, Nisco leisurely 
and mechanically rolls and unrolls a corn husk. Arriving at the highest 
point, they seat themselves to view the luxuriant landscape of Cumbrales, 
64 Obras Completas, X, 114. 
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showing both by their profound yet expressive silence that they are rapt 
in awe and wonderment at the beauty of nature. The grain-fields are in full 
bloor:J., and so bountiful is the yield of the fruit that verily it seems, as 
in truth it is, a blessing of God. 
The last of the month is scarcely at an end when these very fields are 
invaded by the workers. Each family proceeds to its own piece of land, 
applying a stout club to the ears of corn. They fill the carts and then 
carry the grain to their homes. In less than a week everything has been 
gathered, and so assiduously ha.ve they worked that there is sufficient time 
remaining to apply a sickle to the wild fields and to shake the chestnut-
trees and gather the half-open husks before returning to the fishing cruises 
At all events, these tasks require a large number of people, who gen-
erally assemble at tile place of Fedro ~ontera, because of the unquestionably 
grea ter need. Sinoe ther._ is no limit placed on the number nor on the age 
of persons who engage in the process of hulling, already before eight in the 
evening there is an assemblage of fifty persous mostly young people, who 
seat themselves on the floor, surrounded by a mountain of grain. Lanterns 
hanging on near-by posts are the only sources of illumination for that 
nooturnal task. 
It is obvious that the labor does not grow tedious nor do the spirits 
of the group flag. Weariness and tedium are held in abeyance by the merry 
repetition of songs by the young girls, 
the boys answering with rhythmical ballads; 
in the intervals that follow trie ballads 
and the songs, there is heard the neigh-
ing of those villo are fortunate in pos-
sessing robust voices; with a laughing 
here and a murmur there; and in the mean-
while, they strip the grain forming a hill 
of it on one side, and a mountain of husks 
on the other. 55 
Their endeavors are not concluded, however, until midnight. When the task 
is completed, the grain flailers are r~yarded with steaming chestnuts and 
vv 
brandy; and amid lively songs and parting words they grope their way homeward. 
The silence of the night is broken only by the distant echoes of same song, 
and the gay crowing of the early-rising cock, and now and then the sad moan-
ing of the horned owl in the mountains. 
On Sunday immediately after Mass the prominent men of the village meet 
to discuss the advantages of clinging to their old customs. They all concede 
except Valentin, who constantly reiterate his belief that it is a danger to 
liberty; and as they strive to throw his incessant complaints, they are for-
tunately interrupted by the village bells ringing ~ derrota, the Signal for 
the cattle to be led out to pasture. This signal is a welcome termination 
to their discussion, but before the first bell has finished ringing, another 
loud call is heard. 
65 Ibid., 209. 
66 ~'bid., 209. 
This is melodiously intermingled with the 
moaning, the pin-pan serenades of the cow-
bells thundering throughout all the lanes 
of the village. No one has let loose the 
live stock that morning, in expectation ,of 
the resolution of the municipal court ,which 
t'.:e bells are now proclaiming throughout 
the whole circumference of Cmnbrales, with 
their harmonious sounds. 66 
parallel lines, facing each other, at a distance 
of about two of their sticks. The last one now 
being in the extreme third part of tile ground 
and far away from his respective comrades ••• Then 
Bodoques places the ball over a mole-hill,then he 
proceeds to moisten the palms of his hands and 
grasping both ends of the stick, without for~et­
ting his aim, shouts, "brilla va 1t1 to which his 
opponent answers, "brilla venga1"67 
This game is continued by keeping the ball in the air without touching the 
ground. At times more than ten sticks are trying to bring the ball to the 
00 
ground, not wishing their opponents to take it into their own terri tory.Every· 
thing is pennitted in the game except the entrance of aplayer in the oppon-
ent's territory. The penalty for such violation of rule is the merciless 
skinning of shin-bones or striking the knuckles of the barefoot one, this is 
accompanied by the repetition of the words; "a tu tierra, que te pago un 
palo. 1168 
The political situation and enimity between Qumbrales and Rinconeda has 
been accentuated not only by don Valentin, who stands ever ready to defend 
the intruders of Cumbrales, but also by Rodrigo Calteretas, who in a letter 
to Juan de Prezanes expresses his fears created by the lack of vigilance of 
the neighboring village, and also a fear aroused by the alcalde. The latter, 
according to his judgment, is the only person not belonging to the municipal 
goverruaent. He suggests the alcalde's withdrawal by any intrigue that will 
serve as a pretext for his removal. In regard to don Valentin he makes same 
1-------------------
67 Ibid., 214. 
68 Ibid., 216. 
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some recommendations in the following words: 
For this I also recommend the protection of 
don Valentin with whose falange we cannot 
reckon at this time. You are probably aware 
of the fact that the respectable veteran has 
an earnest desire that his defence plan be 
approved against the enemy in the possible 
event that they attempt to enter Cumbrales. 
Don valentin came to see me this morning and 
minutely explained the p:r:oject. It seems 
quite complicated, costly to me, but will 
undoubtedly succeed; but the brave veteran 
also complains that no one listens to him, 
and he fears not finding the essentials that 
he needs in order to realize his patriotio 
goal. He attributes the greater part of this 
unconcern of the ~eighbors to the reaction-
ary influence of a o~gtain person ~om I do 
not wish to mention. 
He also explains haw don Valentin would be incapable of voting for another 
oandidate, except the one from whom he has obtained assistance. Further, 
he says that it is his opinion that a warlike cry from Cumbrales against 
the rebels would be the best thing for the country; but above all, through 
this action the candidacy of the marques de la Cuerniga will be obtained. 
Hours later after the arrival of the letter, Asaduras also comes to 
Juan de Prezanes to tell him how happy he is to be able to help him obtain 
00 
the oandidacy of the marques de la Cuerniga, casually explaining to him. haw 
the field near the mountain, Which he had at one time legally obtair;.ed, has 
been taken by Pedro Mortera. He requires his assist~lce in obtaining it 
back in recolapense for the services wnioh he is about to render him. Then 
he continues: 
69 Obras Completas, A, 233. 
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What a field, senor don Juallt ••• Well,that 
inclos~re is what I am asking for serving 
you on this occasion ••• The docum.ents of the 
sale are in order; everything has been done 
according to the law; and I also assure you 
that if you assist me in removing these 
members of tb.e board, who are your$,i)efore 
eight days the action will not know its ow-n 
author; a notice will be given on time;don 
RodriGo will countenance it, the inclosure 
will be ordered opened ••• and before three 
wee:.;:s, tl-"e i'ield will be mine. 70 
Of 
Don valentin arrives on the scene and gives a very appropriate discourse 
to both on the duty of free-men's resisting perjurers who arc: dishonoring 
the nation, and with the greatest fervor he expresses himself thus: 
There is more than you realize between my 
assisting your candidate, and your helping 
me in my undertaking which is depriving me 
of sleep. I am a slave to my awn political 
principles, and according to them I regul-
ate the actions of my civil life. The ex-
ecution of the plan tha t I have on hand 
enters my political con·science; and by my 
helping those who help me I fulfi 11 my duty, 
for I then serve my cause, the cause of 
liberty which is the cause of the land. 71 
His words fall upon deaf ears, for not even his friend don Juan will consent 
to cooperate in his undertakings. So he departs from them more crestfallen 
than before. 
70 Ibid., 236. 
71 Ibid. I 239. 
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LA. PUCHERA 
~ Puchera (The Family Board) is one of Pereda's most characteristic 
works. It derives its title from a homely expression for earning one's 
livelihood or puchero, the national dish. The theme is the meagre exist-
ence of an assemblage of characters in an obscure corner of Santander prov-
ince: amphibious fishermen they may be called since they labor both on the 
sea and on the land in order to eke out a bare subsistence, stone-hearted 
misers, insatiable gossip-mongers, clap-trap adventurers and schemers. 
The people in "this hidden village life a very real life of their own, and 
72 
with its full share of the passions and tragedies that persecute humanit~y~ 
"It is a story of rustic hidalgos with their squabbles and their fundament-
al good nature; of young men and girls with their labours and their love 
making. II 73 The novel has a sentimental thread worked into it, the heart 
affairs of an adventurer-gallant and his simple-minded country sweetheart. 
"The plots in thi s novel have been united by means of el Berrugo, who is 
the creditor of el Lebrato and his son, which characters and the unfolding 
of their daily lives are excellently executed.,,74 
There are more than ten villages, nearer or farther away, that may see 
themselves reflected in the waters of the mouths of the rivers. The largest 
72 Jose Maria Pereda. Pedro Sanchez, Ginn and Co., Boston, 1916,lx. 
73 Leslie Alec Warren. Modern Spanish Literature. Brentano's Ltd., New 
York, 1929, 119. 
74 Hannah LynCh. lIPereda, the Spanish J.~ovelist." contemporary Review,LXIX., 
1896, 230. 
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of these villages is situated on a higher level than the others. Beneath 
it is the beach, spacious, clear, and sheltered, in which alternately quiet 
and noisy waves dash against the dunes and on the boulders of the estuary. 
This San Martin village, not greatly interested in the soil and its products 
has greater courage and more maritime characters than the others. In its 
possessiolls are included a good number of fishing smacks, and its fishermen 
belong to the unfortunt:tte legion of heroies, "who pay in proportion, the 
black tribute that the tempests of thE:> Cantabrico so often gathers to it-
self.,,75 
Along side the village of San .lv1artin is that of Rooleces which is mO.re 
popular and has a larger popUlation. It is 
divided into three suburbs, separated by 
three grain fields, two fenced-in-fields, 
four camberol1es deep, and a bare ridge. 
From the nearest suburb as tar as the 
mouth of the river called Las l'ozas ,prob-
ably so called on account or-what abounds 
in it during the winter, are the only am-
phibious who make up the population of the 
entire place. 76 
The leading personages are Inez and her father, El Berrugo. llarcones 
and his aunt, two minor charaoters, are almost of equal importance. The 
reason is probably because Marcones serves as the inspiration tha.t arouses 
Inez from her torpor. This is very essential to the story, for without the 
machinations of 1.i.arcones and his aunt the full measure of justice cannot be 
meted out to el Berrugo. 
75 Jose Maria Pereda. La. iuchera. Imprenta de Ramona Velasco, Madrid, 
76 1922, 6. 
Ibid., 6. 
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The ~uchera is really two novels. In the first, Juan Pedro, the 
loquacious fisherman; his son, el Josco or Pedro Juan; and Pilara, who is 
the sweetheart of Pedro Juan , are the principal figures, together ~~th the 
hungry doctor who keeps himself and his poor family alive on good-humored 
gossip and extravagant concern for his neighbors. The other is the story 
of Inez and Tomas Quicanes. The latter, a handsome but impecuniOUS immi-
grant, poses as a rich I_n~(); while ~rcones is an unscrupulous seminar-
ist, who forsakes his studies in order to gain the hand of Inez and her 
wealth. 
The central figure of the two novels is the merciless usurer, el 
BerrUgo, powerful but hated, a dread combination of coarseness, superstition, 
materialism, and brutality. His tyranny has driven his gentle wife to an 
untimely grave, and in the same spirit he aims to subject his beautiful,but 
neglected daughter to his base principles of life, according to which all 
things are estimated in terms of gold. But the daughter's mind, long in 
dormant state of mind, is finally awakened by a theological student who 
plays a sort of selfish scheming and who is incited by an infamous harpy, 
his aunt. Tomas ~uicanes completes the young lady's transfonnation byavmk-
ening her heart. 
Juan Pedro, or el Lebrato, has been chastened by age and by his experi-
ences with the world's adversities. Pedro Juan, his timid, silent son, 
however, is not precisely of the model of a saint. "He is restless under 
wrong and injustice, and on occasion he is quite capable of using his own 
fists."77 
77 Obras 9ompleta~, XIII, lxi. 
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He is silent and uncouth6 with abortive efforts to propose to the girl that 
he loves in a dismayed6 \~dering fashion, but at heart he is thoroughly 
sound. uHis timiditY6 which is responsible for his repeated failures to 
bring his dearest to interests to a favorable crisis. forms the humorous 
vein of the story.u78 These two characters arrest our attention at the 
very outset. Their life story is a tale of toil and privation. "while the 
clutches of the village usurer are fastening on them ever tighter."79 But. 
despite much provocation to the contrary6 the milk of human kindness in them 
has never soured. Their hardships and squalor are irridiated by their t~e 
optimism6 by their simple Christian heroism that uncomplainingly accepts 
its task and then cheerfully acquiesces to the inevitable. Juan Pedro has 
attached himself to this particular region with only his house as a posses~ 
sion, and for which both father and son. "must fight amphibiously, on land 
and water, in order to obtain their subsistence.,,80 In order the better to 
work out their existence they have a boat 
pierced like a sieve with patches and 
stoppers. calked with tatters, and be-
smeared with something not even of a 
bright black color. Neither the straps, 
nor the impermeability of the pitch are 
of good quality; but it is a boat that 
is capable8~f what will be known little 
by little. 
78 Hannah Lynch, 230. 
79 Obras Completas, XIII, Ix. 
80 Jose? Augustin Balseiro. Novelistas Espanoles Modernos. Macmillan and 
Co., New York, 19446 99. 
81 Obr~s Completas, XI, 7. 
Despite the inadequacy o£ their £ishing apparatus and the fact that 
they are as opposite as the sea and the sky in character. Juan Pedro and 
his son work as one. The father is the dominating spirit and his word is 
final; the son is the strength. the docile machine that. although it oreaks. 
yet never relinquishes the task until the order from the father has been 
given. Only in one matter does Pedro Juan resist the will of his father. 
and that is the question of his marriage with the parental choioe of his 
father. The main task of both is "the plowing o£ the land and the care 
of some animals.n82 At one time the land. the oattle. and the house are 
entirely the property of el Lebrato. but through misfortune he forfeits all 
and thus beoomes indebted to el Berrugo. He labors doubly hard at fishing. 
which task supplies him with sufficient £unds to procure grain from his 
creditor. 
Juan Pedro and his son. by their remarkable qualities. have became 
veritable leaders of the fishing section. This leadership is clearly de-
monstrated in the eagerness with whioh the men and boys of the three differ·· 
ent districts answer their summons for a fishing oruise. The eagerness o£ 
those desiring to join them is further shown by the hastiness with whioh 
they rush £orward with their a~s bare. and their heads oovered so as to 
resemble a thatched wall. 
82 
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There are close to a dozen youngsters. 
and more than six young men, who do not 
cease running until they arrive at the 
very door of the net-makers, where they 
will memorize the place and the number 
that is to be theirs in file, according 
to the order in which they arrive. 83 
After forming in rank according to the order above indicated, they 
take their places behind one anoth,:;r. At their head are e1 Lebrato, his son, 
and his three grand-sons. The file does not number more than thirty when 
e1 Lebrato begins to hike up towards Arcillosa with 
short and very slow steps, at the S~~e 
time dragging the half of the oro of his 
retuelle on the base of the canal; at 
the sarne time those who are following 
him imitate his exwnple, lm~ering them-
selves, giving by their vibrations and 
totterings, such an aspect to the pro-
cession, that it seems more a wallowing 
than walking.84 
As the canal is narrow not many fish are procured, at least not a sufficient 
number to recompense all thirty who compose the party. Someti;!les the last 
one in rank receives nothing; but it is an enjoyable party, and all feel 
sufficiently r~rded for their labors by the jokes and merry mood of el 
Lebrato. Regardless of the insignificant amount th:.l.t they someti::,es receive 
the fishen'len always experience a feeling that their luck will improve the 
next time. 
It is after a similar excursion that Pedro Juan takes the occasion to 
woo Pilara by selecting for her some of his best catch. On each occasion 
that he visits her he has the intention of proposing to her, but he is always 
thwarted, either by his inability to express himself, or by the presence of 
83 Ibid., 8. 
84 Ibid., 9. 
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his rival, Quilino, Thus, he is always obliged to return home very angry 
with himself for not having fulfilled his desire. 
~ Hombr~. so called by Pedro; el ~ez:rug<?, by don Elias and by the whole 
village of Robleces VIDen he is not within hearing distance; don Baltasar, 
by those who are obliged to approach hun; and don Baltasar Gomez ~ la ~z:-
jir":" on the registers, is the wretch to whom the entire village is subordi-
nated. Inez, his daughter, is the image of her gentle mother, who has been 
brought to an untimely dec"th by the aruel ty of her husband. Don Elias, the 
village doctor, who also works for his livelihood, often visits Inez and 
befriends her. 
On one of these occasions don Elias tells el Berrugo of his belief 
that a mine of pure gold most probably exists in ca~es in the surrounding 
coast. El Berrugo, although fei~ning disbelief, nevertheless pronounces the 
word "cuevas tt in so strange and original a manner "that it seems that his 
mouth is filled with coins of gold, and strings of diamonds. 1I85 With the 
intention of searching for the treasure, he asks el Lebrato to take him out 
in his bark to examine the recesses along the shore. As they near and ex-
amine different points, el Lebr"to indicated to el Berrugo a large opening 
which can be seen from a distance. The view, hmvever, that captivates his 
whole attention is the one side of the island scooped with sheltered nooks, 
and also that of the sea that ttplays at the base of a boulder between an 
enormous heap of stones "Which seem to be torn away from the top.1I86 £1 Lebra-
to contLiues to describe the great difficulty of reaching the cave, which 
85 Jose Augustin Balseiro, 102. 
86 Obras Cor;lp1etas, Xl, 59. 
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can only be attained by climbing from the top. El Berrugo anxiously and 
greedily surveys the perilous way to be undertaken in order to reach it, and 
after realizing and dreading the arduous task, he abandons his attempt to 
find the treasure. 
The work of the month of .August is considered a drudgery to the house-
keeper of el Berrugo, for it is then that the men of the village came to 
help harvest the grain in payment for some trifling indebtedness. The task 
is an arduous one, but the laborers work so steadily that it is completed 
'wi thin 1;vfO weeks, with only one festive day as an interruption. 
The people who engage in the task are 
considered of the house; planters and also 
debtors of the planters; but both the plant-
ers and their debtors are in turn liable to 
e1 Berrugo. The only exception is Pilara, 
She is known as being the best Alcaldadora 
of yerba in Rob1eces and on this account 
she is permitted to assist them. Since it 
is that Pedro Juan is young, he and his 
father are always the principal harvesters, 
both being so accustomed to the rigors of 
the sea that there is not in til em the least 
fear thut some scythe will pierce their heels. 87 
The groID1d that the two cover as they continue at the task resembles the 
work of a barber. Besides the art of conducting the bulk of a load through 
a crag, Pedro Juan is capable of loading and unloading in less time than the 
most agile harvester, and even el Berrugo acknowledges him the best of his 
workers. In return for their arduous labor the harvesters are served a 
87 Ibid., 89. 
scanty meal which consists of the worst that el Berrugo condescends to offer. 
The following day the toil is res1.lr.1.ed and repeated as though the laborers 
will receive a treasure in return. 
Recoger pOl' 1a tarde 10 segado 1a vispera, 
y segar y curar otro tanto para reooger10 
e1 dia siguiente; y con este motivo, m!s 
obreros y mas impedimenta y dob1ada activi-
dad en e1 Berrugo, cuya correa daba para 
cuanto fuera menester. Con la comida en 
1a boca y 1a rastri11a a1hambro, tras una 
manana sin sosiego, a 1a mies con e1 primer 
carro,que era uno de los suyos; y a1li, 
mientras se cargaba este carro y llegaba y 
punza y acribilla al lucero del alba. 
Cargado e1 primer carro, a casa detras de 
el aguantando sus bamboleios con la rastr-
ilIa y recogiendo las yerbas que sea§aen 
o quedan enredadas en los bardales. 
At length the days most desired by Pedro Juan arrive when he is per-
mi tted to enter the grass-lr:..nd, for there PEara is trampling the fragrant 
hay with the rake. Now everything, even the scorching sun, is sweet to 
Pedro, for he is near to Pilara. He often wonders whether Pilara or some 
one else will ride with him to unload the wagon, but he is not long in wonder 
ing, for Fihra quickly climbs the handle of the cross-bar into his wagon. 
She n~kes a gorgeous picture ~~th her short skirt of red flannel and a blue 
striped waist 'with the kerchief of a thousand colors o*er her broad should-
ers Pilara is a pictUre of perfect contentment as she stands in the wagon, 
vihile Pedro is receiving, with open arms, the hay pitched from below. 
88 Ibod 
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The loading being finished, Pedro drives the wagon to the corral entrance. 
There Pilara, gathering her skirt with both hands and walking on the handle 
crossbar, takes delight in ,junping to the ground. The day comes to an end. 
The fond couple is seated side by side for the frugal evening meal that el 
Berrugo serves them. Pedro and Pib.ra are content merely to sit near each 
other at the table and to enjoy each other's presence. 
The last day of the harvest arrives and Pedro and Pilara load and un-
load as usual, until at the last load Pedro is surprised to see Pilara who 
is preparing to leap from the rear of the wagon, rather than from the the 
front, as was her custom. Before Pedro is aware of it, she has jumped right 
into his arms, and then and there PEd.ro gathers enough couraGe to overcome 
his temerity and propose to her. She chides him for his timidity by answer-
ing: "cuanto hace ya, hijo de mi alma, que podiamos estar de quelta, a no 
ser tu tan como erest"89 
The annual feast of San Roque, the patron saint of Robleces, is always 
celebrated with the greatest solemnity. The priest preaches the most elo-
quent sermon ever heard in the village. Even ~uilino contributes his share 
to the occasion by singing two solos, one in the Kyrie, the other in the 
Sanctus. The procession which follows the J.~ss wends its way around the 
church and lasts nearly an hour because 
89 Ibid., 95. 
there are singers and dancers who precede 
the saint; the former each with two tam-
bourines elaborately decorted, and the 
latter dressed in white, with silk ker-
chiefs and small bells of beads adorning 
even their sandals. The dancers seem to 
be enonnous baby rattles of India-rubber 
tapping, raising, and bending, skip})ing, 
going and coming while in the process~on, 
and at the same th~e keeping the time of 
the singing ~th the tapping of their 
tarranuelas. 
(0 
The entire village attend this religious demonstration. Even el Berrugo is 
there attired in his best. El Lebrato also displays his famous boots that 
he has preserved for years as a relic. Pedro Juan, too, is attired in his 
best, but does not seem as cmnfortable as in his every-day clothing. 
In the afternoon of the srune day there is always a picnic to be enjoy-
ed in a large oak grove near the church. Here and there can be he.rd the 
rhythmic tapping of tambourines, while the beating of the drwn also holds 
its fascinated spectators. It is during the course of this outdoor event 
that the final arrangements are made for the wedding of Pedro and Pilara. 
Later in the day Pih.ra takes the opportunity of visiting Inez, who is 
to be her bridesmaid, and they both chat happily about many things, but in 
particular of Pedro Juan, whom Pilara describes as poor as the Poor Souls,but 
90 Ibid., 103. 
91 Ibid. J 133. 
Pedro Juan, although destitute and vdthout 
his own land, possesses a wealth of noble 
character. He is a rock with soul of gold. 
Others in the village may possess at least 
four small carts and their own hut in which 
to enter; but of what value are they? Pedro 
possesses nothing more than what is equit-
able for the provisions of two men. 91 
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Pilara continues her convorsation with Inez and tells her that she is deter-
mined not to leave her house empty-handed, but will furnish a good bed, with 
its fluffy bedding~ 1/,hisket chairs, copper kettle, and pine chests filled 
with utensils. All this Pilara recounts to Inez, and finally Pil~ra asks 
about the caballero w'ho has been devoted to Inez since the day of the solemn 
feast. Inez imr:1ediately infonns her that he had at first given the impres-
sion that he was rich; but when her father had discovered that he was more 
than penniless, he ordered him from the house. So had Marcanes fared~ who, 
with all his scheming, had succeeded only in awakening Inez from her torpor. 
As the wedding day is rapidly approaching, Juan Pedro, anxious for 
his son to have an equal share of the expenses, begs of el Berrugo that in 
order to s:nare the expenses of the wedding, simple, though it may be, he 
should like to have his consent to retain and sell the products of a fishing 
expedition~ which he will be able to undertake within a few days. To this 
proposition el Berrugo gives his approval, but quite reluctantly. 
The beginning of September opens the season, and the father and his 
son anxiously await the setting of the sun in order to begin their excursion, 
for oysters must be taken in the dark. The weather is beautiful, and it 
offers an unforseen opportunity to row towards the sand bank, 
The night is not foggy and obscure~ and 
there is still a bright appearance of the 
sky which pleases their vision and anim~ltes 
th~~; but through the second stretch, the 
rowing is more difficult because of the 
capricious and confusing curves. as th~ 
continue to rOY. there is no other light 
visible than that which is given by the 
blades of the oar. The splash that re-
sults f'rom the work often re-echo and 
resou;,d in the river valley ~ which is 
cro\vned by a heap of' swamp oaks and are 
also brambles whose very thickness makes 
the night appe""r lilUch darker. 92 
Not an unnecessary word is exchanged between father and son. This silence 
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is not due to fe~r on their part, for they know the surroundings in the dark-
est night as well as in the light of day. But there seems to be something 
in the atmosphere, dominated by the nocturnal silence, that alWays precludes 
conversation of any sort. In the midst of this obscurity the search is made 
in the rocks of' the coast or in certain caves which the water m.akes as it 
recedes. 
92 Ibid., 142. 
93 Ibid.~ 143. 
They must not be the first places encount-
ered in the rocks, but such and such caves, 
or hollow places; because the oyster in 
"hose search el Lebrato and his son are now 
going, has its preferences of refuge mi:irlced~ 
and they must be looked for only in these 
shelters and no others. The fishermen know 
their havens perfectly and from memory;and 
they explore them all without vm.veringj at 
the same time making the small boat approach 
even to the very mouth of the deep cavern,or 
at least near to the rock where they are now 
hidden. Once there they submerge into the 
deep water hole, and disturb the refuge with 
a pole ~hich has a hook attached to the end 
of it. 9 
El Lebrato encounters many risks while on these excursions. Even be-
fore Pedro is old enough to accompany him, the father would embark alone, 
and no matter how dangerous the situations are, not once does a frown find 
its way into his serene countenance. Only once does he almost lose his se-
renity. It happens while Pedro is accompanying him when he fears more for 
the danger in which his son is being placed than for his own safety. 
The caves are g~VJ.ng "su buen porque" in that 
cruising, while the temptation of gaining :r.tore 
blinds el Lebrato, so that he is not aware of 
the gradual change in the weather. Pedro re-
:r.tinds his father of the ra~ness of it and asks 
hL~ to return to the boat, as he does not like 
the action of the water. El Lebrato tUrns the 
matter into a joke with his geniality, urges 
Pedro to continue, saying that they have had 
worst times before. ,ilien they approach the 
l~ater it is so deep and so far away that it is 
not possible to tackle it from the bark. The 
two proceed to scale the rock near it,and then 
Pedro inserts the lash of' the bark in one ~f 
its crevices in order to leave it moored. 9 
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They search the cave very carefully with their poles, but the mine apDarent-
ly is not yielding much. They decide, therefore, to approach the next one 
which is about ten fathoms away, but in order to reach this particub.r cave 
they will be obliged to hold tight to prevent their slipping into the sea. 
The way is rough and the caves are to be found with diff'icul ty in a corner 
of a large rock. There they work arduously for a greht while, or as Juan 
Pedro assures. "10 tenia, pero no queria darlo,n95 
94 Ibid., 144. 
95 Ibi~., 144. 
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Pedro notices that the waves are increasing 
at a distance, that the undertow is becoming 
stronger than before; and he prudently thinks 
that when such a thing occurs in the leeward 
side, it vlill be worse to go towards the 
other ca9~ which faces the strong wind from 
the sea. 
ALnost instantaneously the elder thin;.{s of the increasing danger, and he 
calls to his son, "Vwnonos pa la barqu{a, y a escape. tt97 
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They have scarcely begun to go in search of their boat, when the tem-
pest begins to lash against the rocks, increasing in fu~J every second. El 
Lebrato is the first to reach the spot where their boat was left. He turns 
and immediately calls to his son in such a tone that the blood almost freezes 
in the veins of the brave boy. The fury of the sea has either :rn.ade splinters 
of the boat, or has carried it far along, for it is nowhere to be seen. 
The situation is so dreadful th~t even brave men, such as these, tremble in 
fear. They decide that nothing else can be done than to sit and endure the 
splashing of the breakers and the attacks of the wind, until the sea will 
hurl them far away or swallol# them up in its depths. How are they to find 
another place of refuge, if the sole place of safety is a ver:,r high rock, 
which can be reached only by perilously climbing and this climb must be with 
agility of a monkey? How are they to attempt such a climb in the obsourity 
of the night, when even the light of day is not sufficient to illumine the 
way? This being their only hope of escape, Juan Pedro gives his son minute 
instructions to follow him and urges Pedro to risk the ascent for a safe 
96 Ibid., 144. 
97 Ibid., 144. 
refuge. Cownending themselves to God, they begin the dreadful and almost 
impossible ascent. It is an ascent in which 
every groping step on the cold sleet numbs 
the boy's feet. The two unfortunc.te ones 
make the stone which they are grasping more 
slippery, and it takes minutes of reflection 
and retracing their steps in order to take 
a new course. They are not able to see an-
other thing but the blackness of the huge 
bulk that they ~§6 scaling and which seems 
to have no end. 
The father is leading the climb and has one great hope of finding a wide 
crevice on which they can rest, and perhaps .. Fait until the dawn of day; but 
his strength is giving out, his blood-stauled bAnds and feet are bruised by 
the sharp corners of the rocks, and he fears at every instant to discourage 
his son \'lith his dejection. 
But; with the efforts of self-abnegation of 
a father, he attempts another step but with 
such bad luck that his feet slide;and if 
he does not immediately encounter a support 
on the head of Pedro, who is closely follow-
ing him, el Lebrato will fall into the abyss 
that is raging below. 99 
Pedro balances the feet of his exhausted father on his head, and then places 
them on his shoulders. Juan Pedro is fearful lest this procedure be danger-
ous for both, but Pedro answers and assures him that he feels as fresh as 
when they began trie cluub, and so they continue the ascent until they reach 
the top. 
98 lb'd 145 ].., . 
99 Ibid., 145. 
True, they are in shreds, bruised, drenched 
in water, and stiff from the sharp cold, but 
they have succeeded in reaching the top; and 
in order thc...t their good fortune should be 
complete, the next day they find the boat on 
the beach 01~ San Martin. It is broken and 
battered, but for all that it is only a sole 
question of a few more patches, over those 
which it already has, and then it is fit to 
venture out into the sea again with its own-
ers, a~ bf nothing has happened during the 
night. 0 
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This is the manner in which the two earn fIla puchera l; but regardless of the 
vicissitudes of the seas, they are as cheerful and happy as if they are the 
most favored in the world. 
The marriage of Pedro with Pilara takes place on the last of September 
The wedding guests include el Berrugo and Inez, 1iarcones and his aunt, don 
Elias, as a I'd tness and Quilino, the rival of Pedro. During the ceremony 
the priest, don .h.lejo, asks Pedro if he wishes to take Pilara for his wif'e 
and, surprised to be asked such a question, he answers: "Pos no he de 
1 9 b" 1 b 11 t t b" "101 querer a. eso ~en 0 sa e e a, y us e am len. 
In the meantime the rivals for the hand of Inez are unsuccessful. 
liarcones, one of the suitors and the rival of Tomas Quicanes, hears that 
Tomas is not so weal thy as he pretends. Marcones c ontri ves to have el Ber-
rugo hear of this, with the consequence that both he and Tomas are excluded 
from entering the home of Inez. Aroused to action, Inez throws off the 
shackles of her father and runs away to find shelter in the house of Juan 
Pedro. 
Inez is assisted by her friends and also by don alejo, the parish cure 
who takes her to .Anzares, where he places her in the care of his nephew, 
100 Ibid., 146. 
101 "'I'6'i'Q., 147. 
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Gaspar and his devoted wife. Vvl1en el Berrugo finds out about the escapade 
of his daughter, he beCOI:J.es so furious that not even 111. Galusa, his closest 
accomplice, is able to approach him. He appeals to the alcalde, to don 
Alejo, but no one will help him to bring Inez back to her father's wrath. 
The next day being a beautiful one in spring, don Alejo ventures out 
with Juan Pedro in the boat for a breath of the sea. Don .t1.1ejo explains to 
both Juan Pedro and his son that Inez is in safety. They continue to enjoy 
the balmy day until Pedro notices something in the distance, bobbing up and 
down in the .vater. The priest recognizes it at once as being el Berrugo and 
urges them to raw tov.ral'ds him and save him from his peril. As they come 
closer there is no longer any doubt that it is el Berrugo, who, when he 
recognizes the lllen in the boat, pleads with them to save his life. 
They advance towards him, but it is very dangerous to try to help him 
into the boat fram his position; so it occurs to el Lebrato that it will be 
safer to disembark on the beach and then climb the boulder and lasso him 
from that direction. That, hmvever, requires time, andel Berrugo is al-
ready becoming weak. Don Alejo continues to urge the men to attenpt it, as 
it is the only means of saving him; but it is too late. When el Berrugo 
comes to the surface a second time, don Alejo requests the drowning rn.an to 
make an act of contrition and gives him absolution. Don Baltasar is then 
hidden by the foam of water and is seen to reappear about two or three times 
before he is swept away. The last scene is described in the words of Pereda 
as: 
, . 
imponente y aflictivo aquello; y aun 10 fue 
rna'S cuando al ver los del barquichuelo flotar 
I 
el 1 argo pedazo de cuerda que hallia caido a 
la mar con el misero despenado, se lanzaron, 
con riesgo de sus vidas, a cogerle, y tir-
ando de el don Alejo y remando los otros dos 
hacia afuera, aparecio, casi a flote y remol-
cado por la barquia. el ensangrentado cadaver 
con el craneo deshecho y los miembros destro-
zados.102 
Thus el Berrugo receives the full measure of his deserts for his many and 
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cruel infamies. The tragic punishment furnishes the story with a good moral 
as well as a strong climax. 
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PENa8 .ll.RRlBA 
Penas Arriba (Rocky Altitudes), ,vhich is the greatest novel of Jose 
M:aria Pereda, expresses in the highest degree the doctrine of the simple 
life. 103 It is the most regional of the novels and takes its title fram 
the nature of the neighborhood in which it is set, the highest p~rt of the 
1~J.ontana in the heart of the rugged Cantabrian Pyrenees above Santander. 
It is the book of the upper mountains, the 
epic of rocks and escapred altitudes,filled 
with a rough incommunicative society, that 
is reticent and hard in emotion, surpassing 
all indication of passion ,nth a savage 
modesty, and quaintly in terror of anything 
outside the daily routine of labour, food, 
rest, in a word, of the divagation of temper-
ament • .L04 
The nam.e is likewise, symbolic of' the moral theme, the contrast of a simple, 
honest, and contented life under the venerable patriarch with the moral cor-
ruption of the town. It is a plea for a return to nature and simple living 
with its natural feelings and its spirit of human brotherhood. It teaches 
the duty of the high caste to be helpers and protectors of the low caste. 
This lesson of duty is illustrated by the life of a Cantabrian mayorazgo in 
his ancient casa solar and his beneficient patriarchal relation to the rus-
tic cOlIlJuunity around and below him. tilt is the advocacy of a high moral 
trust, that from him that hath, much is expectedo,,105 
103 Angel Valbuuna Prat, 748. 
104 Hannah Lynch, 231. 
105 Obras Completas, XIII, lxv. 
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The mayorazgo is L~pelled by the traditions of his family to exercise 
a sort of patriarchal sway; but as he has no descendants, he views with 
anguish the extinction of his line. He therefore summons his nephew,1~rcelo 
to visit the l.1.ontana, hoping thut he will settle in the casa solar in order 
to continue his prbnate position. 
From a sense of duty, the nephew complies and visits the mountain val-
ley towards the end of aut~~. The hardships he endures during his first 
sojourn in the heart of the Montana amid the rigors of a Cantabrian winter 
does not brighten the prospects of his acceding to his uncle's dearest and 
t h . h . h 106 mos c er~s w~s • 
AS Marcelo jogs slowly along vrith Chisco and the beast of burden, the 
panorama of the surrounding country gradually unfolds before him. The sky 
seems to him a largo of mounting harmonies with banks of clouds slowly and 
gracefully billowing up in silken domes. 
From the summits of the loftiest mountains, 
there issues a thick mist, and now and then 
fleecy clouds take off to dry out on the tips 
of rocks or over the thickness of those in-
accessible groves; while the mountain breeze 
blows incessantly. It is so raw and piercing 
that it obliges I.1a.rcelo to lift up to his 
ears the warm collar of his strong water-proof 
garment. 107 
The joun1ey along the river bed, with its fresh and green banks, showy arch-
es, and canopies of Willows, alder-trees, and brambleberry, was only a very 
interesting interlude to the flmving of the crystal ~~ters of Iger-Jij~r 
106 Leslie Alec ~arren, 125. 
107 Obras Completas, XV, 19. 
through the center of the hills into the fierce Cantabrico. Then twisting, 
tv/ining in and out in a series of hairpin turns, the trail which has bean 
cut through solid rocks here follows the contour of tortuous mountain sides. 
ltiarcelo sees towers and peaks loom in distance in amazing color combinations 
and formations, while the clouds drift along, gaily and easily, changing 
into a thousand shapes one more interesting than the other. Arriving at the 
base of the highest ridge, Chisco points out to Marcelo a height between two 
lofty places, informing him that they must "travel the hill beyond the high-
er and visible ridge before they c~~ reach their destination. 
As Marcelo views the surrounding country, which reveals a succession 
of purple mountains stretching far in the evening light, he begins to real-
ize not only the richness of the area, but also its vast extent. lOS He 
contemplates far below, in the depths, the colors gradually changing in a 
rising, exciting crescendo from cliff to cliff to the very summits.The sheer 
beauty of every new vista brings gasps of admiration and surprise fram him. 
He sincerely thinks that of all the beauties of nature none can be more fas-
cinating than this sight. The grandeur of it all forces from this exclama-
tion: 
o Divine God t Y.'hat Land 1 
To my left and in the foreground are two 
of the highest cones which unite at their 
bases, as twins from. a race of giants;to 
my right, opposite them, are the swm~its 
of Palombera, dominated by the Horn of the 
Pena Sagra, that extend its colossal hill-
ocks towards the west; and beyond in the 
108 Angel Valbuena Prat, 748. 
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A short 
background are the enormous Penos de 
Europa (Pyrenees) closing the open space 
between the Fena Sagra and the two cones. 
They rise majestically among whitish ve-
laturas of transparent gauze, until they 
touch the thick clouds of the sky 'wi th 
their wavi~~g und graceful cresting.109 
distance higher the mi st is freezing, and the 
O1V 
whole world is 
a mass of one immense rolling white cloud. In the supreme flaming glory of 
the sunset, the whole earth is transfigured as if all the life and light of 
centuries of sunshine stored up in the rocks were now being poured forth as 
from O:::le glorious fountain, flooding both earth and sky. This Gcene now 
presents itself when the sun first begins to sink behind the distant moun-
tain range, and it continues after evening has fallen, dropping beyond the 
fences of the world. marcelo canpares t~e scenes that he has seen before 
of open plains, delightful country, brillinat sun, with the fierce wilder-
ness 'of the panorama now before him, the obscurity of the abyss, the deadly 
silence of the wilderness with its deep cliffs, and he gradually becomes 
enamored of these rugged heights. 
Pero 10 verdaderamente admirable y mara-
villoso de aquel irunenso panorama era 
cuanto abarcar los ojos p~ro muy 1ejano 
y como si fuera el comienzo de 10 infinito 
una faja azul, recortando el horizante; 
aquella faja era el mar, el mar canta-
brica; hacia su ultimo tercio, por la mas 
derecha, y unida a e1 como una rama a1 
tronco de que se nutre, otra mancha manos 
azul, algo ~lanquecina que se internaba en 
1a tiena y for-maba en ella como un lago; 
180 bahia de Santander ••• La faja azul se 
presentaba a mis ojos nucho L~S elevada que 
109 Obras Completas, XV, 26. 
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e1 perfil de la costa~ y con ella se fun-
dian otras mucho mas blancas que iban a 
extendionaose y prolongandose hacia noso-
tros I quedando entre la mayor parte de 
elIas islotes de los DlliS extranas formas: 
picos, y hasta cordilleras que parrrban 
surgir de un repentina inundacion. 
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New surprises und impressions confront him as he laboriously ascends and 
descends until he crosses the Puerto.lll curving the mountain road which 
winds up over ridges and along the ledges of precipices that sink for more 
than hundreds of feet below~ he hesitates to survey 
a precipice which loarns ahead of him, and 
another one to the right, and another to 
the left. Which of these will Chisco take? 
Will it be through the worst, through the 
first, or through the only one that although 
bad~ at least has a visible exit. This exit 
seems to be the result of something like a 
crumbling of a huge wall construcrr2 by some giants in order to scale the slsr. • 
In the presence of this new- stupendous marvel, Marcelo often closes his eyes 
to the perils of the yawning abyss below him. As he follows Chisco, his 
head is constantly coming in contact with large masses of small grain,while 
his right side is being pricked ~~th thorns. In vain does he look up for 
liGht~ only to view a Itbristle-covered mountain with hoary summits and hood-
ed cones with thick mists ... 113 They continue to vdnd around for miles until 
they reach the summit. Looking dovm over the brink, he can scarcely believe 
that a trail could be built safely amid such startling ascents. 
110 Angel Valbuena Prat, 748. 
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In the recess of the crags there is revealed the vestibule of a quiet 
sanctuary. Upon a closer approach, Marcelo and Chisco view a shrine at 
which they stop to reaffirm their faith in God and in His power of endowing 
the surrounding country with an enduring beauty which can be sensed, but is 
never quite understood. Behind the railing which serves as the foundation 
of the vestibule is an altar with the image of the Virgin, called Virgin of 
the Snows. The devout prayer of Chisco, together 1IVi th the peaceful scene 
seems so near to God and so far from the world, have made a deep impression 
on Marcelo. 
Chisco then casually tells l~iarcelo that without the latter having been 
aware of it they had just encountered a fierce bear on the way. This dis-
closure incites 14arcelo to commend his soul to God and his life to the anima 
that is carrying him, in order to arrive safely at the end of the journey. 
Just as darkness is beginning to fall, they sight the casa solar far 
away which appears as a star in the sky. Not long after, Marcelo meets his 
uncle while the latter is holding the regular evening tertulia. 
My uncle was there sitting in the seat of 
honor. Sitting on the bench next to him 
on the left was a very fat priest,wearing 
a cloth gown, a stiff velvet cap. having 
a stout stick with a crooked handle be-
tween his knees; facing them on the other 
side of the hearth was a person fatter 
than the priest, with a large head, grey 
hair, lenon-colored face, and protuberant 
eyes ••• On my appearance in the kitchen, 
the noisy domain of the conversation,which 
from the p'<lssage outside had sounded like 
a dispute, stopped instantly, and every-
body in the group turned on seeing me. 
r 
llello 1 Hello 1 exclaimed my uncle on seeing 
me. You've come to look £or your bread, 
have you? I'm delighted, l!lan"I'm delight-
ed ••• Come, he added, looking at the priest 
and at the huge man on the other bench. 
"Behold here you have him; this is my neph-
ew l.ia:cet~4 the son of my late brother ,Juan 
AntonJ.o. 
The men arise to greet Marcelo. Their sts\.ture gives :llarcelo the impression 
that they <ire giants, especially the layman who is able to put head and 
shoulders up the chimney. Don Celso continues to introduce hUl, addressing 
;X~arcelo and indicating 
Senor don Sabas Rinos" parish priest of the 
village ••• and don Pedro. Nolasco de la Cast-
anolera, mayor of this Royal Valley in 1832" 
councillor in 1830, alderman in l827,official 
receiver in 1825, formerly employe in the 
cloth laundry of Messrs. Botifora and COlilpany, 
outside t~g walls of Valencia.We rule and 
command. 
The supper that has been arranged in honor of Marcelo is a source of 
terror rather than of temptation to him, because he is accustomed to the 
elegant trifles oi' fashionalbe cookery. Everything that made its appearance 
on the table was inwense" solid, and abundant to a degree almost incredible. 
First, an earthen basin of milk soup" then a 
deep dish ~~th a mixture of turnips in salad; 
next an omelette with rashers of bacon, which 
was follmved by a highly seasoned liver; and 
finally a colossal compote of apples;and a 
large quantity of dried goats cheese. The only 
114 Leslie il.lec Ywarren, 129. 
115 Ibid., 130. 
things lacking there are light and heat~ 
because the light from the lamp burners 
was almost lost in the black sp~ce before 
it reached to the table, and the warming 
up I had given to myself in the kitchen~ 
now in the dining room only served to 
make me feel with double intensity the 
glacial temperature of that wilderness. ll6 
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Despite the discomforts of the journey~ Marcelo sleeps the whole night 
tl:lrough without a break~ drea.'Iling of the bear on the pass, of endless rows 
of valleys and of gorges so narrow thut he is not able to traverse them 
even by going sideways. 
He gradually condescends to beco!Ue acquainted with the peasants of 
Tablanca, and unsuspectantly begixls to enjoy their company and conversation 
and even manifests a deep interest in their occupation. His attention is 
first attracted by a certain monotonous uniformity in the tailoring of their 
garments. 
The young men wear red su spenders ~ while 
the elders wear green; the women wear a 
shawl of similar color, crossed in the 
srune manner over the left shoulder and 
waist. Both men and women seem to walk, 
speak, and move with the same temperance, 
and a certain expression of goodness is 
revealed in the faces of the young and 
old, combined with a tinge of fear, as 
if the continual vision of the large and 
solid masses at whose shadow these people 
are living, have intimidated them. lI 7 
Marcelo also observed that the houses of Tablanoa are constructed on 
the same plan; the ground floor is used for the sheep and goats; the next 
floor oonsists of ti1e rooms for the family~ with a kitchen that has no more 
116 Obra.s Completas, A:v, 52. 
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roof than the tile und above which there is a garret of limited size. 
On his daily rounds of the village, i\1arcelo meets the COl.L'1.tr<J doctor, 
don Servando Celis, who has been given a start in his career through the 
instrumentality or 1Z.arcelo's uncle. He desires that Chisco become a doctor 
also, because he already has an older son studying law in Valladolid. 
Although Chisco does not feel an aversion for literary and scientific ideas, 
he has his heart set in his native soil and wishes to live there. He does 
not let anyone know of this love, but he feels it very deeply. Besides, he 
thinks that his father is right in giving him an education that will undoubt-
edly convince him that he belongs only to the soil. The experiment is tried 
with the result that Chisco is back in the village happily assisting the 
patriarch. 
Marcelo continues to interrogate don Servando. The latter explains why 
he also has returned to his native land. He contends that since no one would 
censure a cultured man for makinG a copy, good as it is, of beautiful paint-
ings which have been taken from nature, so too the world should not censure 
those who prefer to lead their lives as close to the soil as possible. 
The doctor proceeds to suppose that he has the delirium of the greatest of 
poets a.n.d is endowed with the fever of the most admirable of painters. 
Servando continues the discussion and his defence of his native region by 
the supposition: 
Pero suponga tambien que no sa hacer una 
mala copl~ ni coger los pinceles en la 
mano; suponga usted igualmente que~aunque 
me enamoran cuadros, no satisfacen por 
completo las necesidades de esa especia 
, 
que padezco yo, 1 suponga, pOl' ultimo,que 
en este valle minimo, y en los montes que 
circundan de cerca y de lejos, cuya vision 
continua Ie abruma y Ie entristece a usted, 
y en el conjunto de todo ello, con la luz 
que 10 envuel ve, esplendida a ratos ,111Orte-
cina a veces, tetrica my a menu do , dulce 
y soledosa siempre, y con los ruidos de su 
lenguaje, desde el fiero de la tempestad 
hasta el rumoroso de las brisas de mayo, 
y su fragrancia exquisita nunca igualada 
pOl' los artificios orientales, encuentro, 
el himno sublime, el poema, el cuadro, la 
armonia insuperab1es, que no se han escrito 
ni pintado, ni compuesto, no sonado todavia 
pOl' los hombres, porque no a1canza ni al-
canzara jamas a tanto la pequenez del mas 
ingenio humano: e1 arte supremo, en una 
palabra ••• No halla usted en esta razon, 
poco ros que esbozada, algo que justif'ique 
estas inclinaciones1 mas que tan inexpli-cables Ie parecen?l 8 
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Marcelo accomplished only one thing by trying to convince the doctor of the 
monotony of living out in this wilderness, and that was to stir don Servando 
to speak more convincingly of the wholesomeness of this particular region: 
Monotonial ••• Y yo que la encuentro sola-
mente en las tierras llanas y en sus grandes 
poblaciones 1 l-i.adrid, Sevilla, Barcelona ••• 
Paris, la capital que usted quiera, pasa de 
ser una jaula mas 0 menos grande, mejor 0 
peor fabricada, en la cual viven los hombres 
amontonados, sin espacio en que moverse ni 
aire puro ~ue respirar71l9 
Don Servando undertakes the problem of explaining how business, theatres, 
cafes and other occupations not attached to the soil are legitimate and very 
useful for city folks; but he denies to these occupations the power of being 
118 Walter T. Pattison. Representative Spanish Authors. Oxford University 
119 Press, New York, 1942, 461. 
Ibid., 461. 
able to enrich the spiritual lives of himself and of his fellow men. He 
further reiterates how those surrounding boulder heights seem at first only 
grotesque aspects capable of frightening a new-corner, but which after a time 
give one an insight and feeling of the infinite. 
Marcelo is finally convinced that beauty and subli.rni ty have much to do 
in lifting the spirits of men, but he cannot comprehend what part the men 
themselves play in this perpetual existence. He feels a keen sympathy for 
these rustic people who must continue to exist in ignorance and who have 
been deprived of enjoying the Royal theatres, the reception halls of the 
great, and also the greatest boulevards of Madrid. He mainto.ins that the 
mountainous country furnishes an existence well suited for the contempla-
tive and aesthetic, but that these people should be given the opportunity 
of learning the social life of the city. He further contends that this ex-
istence only brings th~n dovm to the baseness of the earth. At his remark 
the village doctor becomes more excited as if, up until now, he had not 
taken Marcelo's words too seriously. He protests vigorously: 
120 Ibid., 462. 
Por que ha de ser e1 hombre de los campos ~l 
que se eleve hasta el hombre. de 1a ciudad, 
y no el hombre de la ciudad el que descienda 
con su entendimiento, mas luminoso, hasta e1 
hombre de los campos para entenderse los dos? 
, I liagase este trueque, y se vera resulta la 
inte1igencia mutua que se da como imposible 
por los que no saben buscarla. Y no haya un 
temor de que las dos naturalezas se cmapene-
tren y de las ronas de la una se contamine la 
otra; porque la comunicacion no ha de ser 
continua ni para todo, y al hombre culto,por 
10 mismo que as mas inte1igente,le sobran los 
medios para no rebasar de los l~tes de 1a 
prudencia y hacer que cada de1~8s dos guarde 
81 puesto que le corresponde. 
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Servand01 s final re~rks concern the education and the knowledge that the 
peasants learn from the crudeness of the mountains. He f,eels that the city 
folks learn to admire the mountains if their eyes are not accustomed to the 
splendors of their civilized world, or rather are not striving to grasp 
shadows, monotony, loneliness, and the weird sadness of the city. 
Winter gradually comes to Tablanca with the descent of a gray clOUd 
fram the mountain, enveloping all the village. Taere follows a cold north 
wind, then a deafening noise as of a distant cannon, which seems to l,iarcelo 
to be the sea clashing against the rocks of the shore. Then is heard the 
sound of echoes and re-echoes of thunder throughout the valley. The wind 
becomes stronger and stronger until the inhabitants begin to barricade their 
homes against the winter. Tr.e entire valley ro~rs vii th the rase of wild 
winds beating down from the high mountains, hurling the loose sands agains t 
the walls and howling in glee among the corridors of the Montana. This snow-
storm in the mountains is described in the words of Marcelo: 
I 
.A.si continuaron las cosas hasta muy cerca del 
mediodia. A esa hora aparecieron por el Nor-
oeste unos celajes negros, sUcios, tor.mentosos; 
vi, casi al mismo tiempo, que las arboledadas 
y puntas salientes de los montes que cercaban 
el valle pOl' el lado opuesto, COlilO por la fuer-
za de un estremecimiento instantaneo, se des-
nudaban de sus envoI tur,s de nieve, la s cuales 
caian en cataratas,levantando al caer blanqu-
~s~as polvaredas que arrastraba el aire que 
estaba embravecido ya ••• A compan<:l.bala un sin-
iestro rebramar, y una luz tetrica que apenas 
me dejo ver el estrago de su choque contra el 
obstaculo incomovible de los montes,sobre los 
cuales §e deshizo en negros y deshilados ji-
rones.l;;;l 
121 , Cesar Barja, 364. 
In spite of the severe weather the regular evening tertulia of the 
village folk t""kes place in the great old-fashioned kitchen of the ~ 
solar, an assembly presided over by the mayorazgo, who, through this agency, 
exercises a moral potency over the c~unity. By this means he keeps in 
close touch with the people, encouraging all, appeasing quarrels, knitting 
all members of the community together into OlAe great family. 
Throughout the entire village l~arcelo hears the same expression of 
sentiment: the general regret that, in the event of the death of don Celso, 
his work must end, for he is without heir. Consequently these rustics, who 
have becone accustomed to live spiritually in the shadow of the Casa Solar, 
will be deprived of a protector. 
Weighing his ideas and impressions of the man of the city against the 
mysteries of nature, Marcelo reconciles himself to the landscape and there-
after looks at the mountain people with different eyes. He notices their 
gravity, their manner of performing their tasks, and he observes that they 
lead a peaceful and serene life. He thereupon decides to cast his lot with 
the Montana, for ~ihat existence could be more noble and serene, than to 
continue the work of his uncle. n122 
Marcelo is told by his uncle when he is least expecting it that, God 
willing, they would both go through the woods on the following morning. The 
next day Chisco awakens liJarcelo only after great effort, for the fatigue of 
the previous day has made :MArcelo almost too weak to begin another journey. 
122 
Romera-Navarro, 572. 
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It does not seem day to Marcelo, for it is as dark as the night before. 
Chisco assists Marcelo to dress and then gives him coffee to a~akeh him and 
to dispel his shiverins in the cold. After some tL~e Marcelo descends to 
the gate, where don Sabas and Chisco are patiently awaiting his arrival. 
No sooner has he approached than he is irrililediately helped by Chisco to 
mount the horse, and all three set out through the darkness. They follow 
the srune way that he has traveled on his arrival to Tablanca. The night 
then was as dark as now, but now Marcelo is better accompanied and feels 
more accustomed to the saddle. It seems that both don Sabas and Chisco are 
capable of traveling in this thickness of night as securely as in mid-day. 
Same of the going is difficult. At all events it is not an easy climb, for 
what appears smooth and bare from a distance is rough and overgrown with a 
heavy brush. Although Chisco carries a lantern~ it gives no more light than 
the sparks from the shoe of the horse directly ahead of him. The priest 
makes every effort to entertain Marcelo, but his enter~ainment is quite 
boresome to Marcelo as the latter does not have a high opinion of the 
priest's ability as a conversationalist. Marcelo describes his uncle as: 
EI Cura, que parecia tener esa condicion de 
los pajaros del monte, a medida que se elev-
aba y vera surgir la luz por encima de las 
barreras tenebrosas del horizante, se vol via 
mas locuaz y empezaba a soltar poco a poco 
lasocultas ar.monias de sus canticos; no 
muchof~ pero agradables~ y, sobre todo a1 
caso. 3 
l23walter T. Pattison, 464. 
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As they catoh a last glimpse of the moon on the crest of the mountain, 
don Sabas praises God in a very fervent salutation. A little higher and 
nearer to the hermitage, which is still invisible to them even at a distance 
don Sabas drives his horse near to that of Maroelo and snatohes the reins 
from him. He points to a far-away peak on the swmnit of which is visible 
the ]a st rays of the moon, then to a sharp preoipioe which is a sheer faoade 
of rooks and crumbly rook. Don Sabas says to Marcelo: 
Mira, Maroelo, l~o jurari~s q ,~e aque'Uo que 
resplandece y flamea alla ~rriba, alla arriba, 
en aquel picacho, es la ultima de las lumin-
arias con que el mundo festeja a su Creador 
mientras el sol anda apagado por los abismos 
de 1a noohe? Cosa buena' Cosa grande ,124 
Upon arriving in a sanctuary of the Virgin, they uncover their heads 
and don Sabas prays in a loud sonorous voice while Maroelo and Chisco !nswer 
in a similar manner. After finishing the prayers, Chisco approaches the 
iron bar and leaves the lantern on the ground, very near to the wall in 
order to take it back on the return trip. Chisco does this only after he 
has blessed himself and turned reverently to oontemplate the inage with such 
veneration as to inoite the Virgin to pity him and pardon his offenoes. He 
blesses himself for the privilege of keeping his lantern safe in that sacred 
spot until his return. 
After a slight respite they take the trail whioh twisted along the 
fearful heights • 
124 Ibid., 464. 
••• otro por el estilo a 1a derecha; y montes 
y colladas van, tajos y barrancas vienen; 
aqui siguiendo 1a cuenca del riO, all per-
diendola de vista, y siempre subiendo 0 
bajando de risoo en risoo, de pueblo en 
pueblo, vi~ a 10 ~ejos el prinoipal del 
valle de Promisiones en que radioaba el 
solar de mi abuela paterna, y lleg~os, 
al oabo de dos horas de oaminata, a un 
anoho ~esfiladero entre dos montanas que 
pareoian, por su grandeza, no oaber en 
el mundo.125 
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Since the climb was too steep for Marcelo, his unole guided the group 
through side paths in order to faoilitate the asoent to the highest point. 
Then Marcelo dismounts willingly, for he feels the need of a change of 
position and feels surer on his feet. 
Don Sabas begins to clamber on hands and knees between rocks and strong 
roots. How Maroelo envies Chisco who has been allowed to rema.in at the base 
of the slope, where he cares for the animal 1 Don Sabas is aocustomed to 
these asoents, besides being in love with the heights; but to Maroelo who 
neither loves the mountains nor is aocustomed to them the trip is only one 
more monotonous routine. He suffers a heaviness in his legs, whioh he has 
never before experienoed. 
The panting of Maroelo ma.kes his uncle aware that the journey has been 
tedious for his nephew. He therefore orders his nephew to lie down and to 
rest. Maroelo obeys gratefully more from neoessity than from a sense of 
obedienoe. He lies there on his back for a long time, with both hands over 
his eyes, beoause it seems that on~y in this recumbent position oan he 
obtain rest, which is very neoessary at this particular time. He feels the 
thumpimg of his heart throughout his entire body and experiences a sensation 
heretofore unknown to him. When Maroelo is again calm, his uncle shows 
125 Ibid., 463. 
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him the heights that they had just scaled. The distanoe Which they both 
surveyed Marcelo describes aSJ 
Particu1armente hacia e1 Este y hacia el Norte 
pareoia no tener Itmites a mi vista, pooo ave-
zada a estimar espectacu10s de la magnitud de 
aquel; y era de una originalidad tan sorprenden-
te y extrana, que no aoertaba a darme cuenta 
cabal ni de su naturaleza ni de su argumento. 
Por el Sur se dominaba el hermoso valle de c~ 
poo, ya en otra ocasion visto y admirado por mil 
en la misma direccion, y mas lejos, los tonos 
pardos de la tierra oastellana; mas oeroa, el 
Puerto de marras con sus monolitos descarnados 
y su soledad desconsoladora. Al Oeste, y aso~ 
brandolo todo con sus moles, Pena Sagra y los 
Picos de Europa seaparados por el Deva cuya 
porfundo y maravillosa garganta se distinguia 
facilmente en muchos de sus caprichosos escar-
ceos entre los penascos inacessibles y los 
fantasticos de una y otra riber; y mas alIa 
del Deva, en sus valles bajos, segun se iba 
informandome don Sabas con al laconismo y el 
modo con que senala el maestro de escuela con 
una cana en un cartel las silabas a sus ed-
uoandos, ~ buena parte de la provincia de 
Asturias. 
But the most admirable part of that panorama is that which can be be-
held by one sweeping glance of the eyes. Farthest away, as if it is the 
beginning of the infinite is a blue border stretching across the horizon. 
That bluish belt is the sea Cantabrico, and joined to it as a branch to the 
trunk that nourishes it is another bluiSh border, but lighter in intensity, 
penetrating into the earth and ~orming a lake of Santander~ At the same 
time the long strands of clouds moving across the sky throw skeins of pris-
matic dust about the valley. There is an odor of pine and spruce and the 
freshness of meadows that spread waves of color thrQugnout the entire 
stretch. 
126 Ibid., 465. 
A todo esto, el sol, hiriendolo sus rayos, 
sacaba de la superficie de aquellos golfos, 
rias y ensemtdas, haces de chispas, como si 
vertiera su luz sobre llanuras empedradas 
de diamantes ••• Pero, aun asi: no podia ni 
deseaba deshacer aquella ilusion de optica 
que me presentaba el pano~~a como un fan-
tastico archipielago cuyas islas venian 
c:r:cc~e~do e~ rigurosi2,radacion desde las 
mas DaJas s~erras ••• 
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tieeing that MErcelo appreciates all this grandeur, don Sabas promises 
to bring him again to view the setting of the sun from that s~~e point, or 
still better to view it from a higher level. This promise does not please 
Marcelo, for he ca.."1 not imagine anyone climbing any higher. From this van-
tage point his uncle then continues to point in the direction of three more 
mountain ranges. Marcelo is unalbe to tike his eyes from thos fantastic 
forms, temples, castles" pyramids, and towering stone spires that seem to 
reach high into the bright sunlight. 
Don Sabas' prediction of the beautiful caanges with the coming of the 
first rays of the sun was not long in coming to realization. Phantom-like 
the mountains seem to drift as colored mists, while yet anchored to their 
shadows. 
127 bOd 466 • 
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Poco a poco fueron las nieblas encrespandose 
y difundiendose, y con ello aIterandose y 
modificahdose los contornos de los islotes, 
muchos de los cuales llegaron a desaparecer 
bajo la ficticia inundacion. Despues, para 
que la ilusion fuera mas completa, vi las 
negras manchas de sus moles sumergidas, 
transpSt.rentad~ls en el fondo; hasta que, en-
rarecida ma."s y mas la. niebla, fue desgarran-
dose y elevandose en retazoz que, despues de 
mecerse indecisos en el aire, iban acumu-
landose en las faldas en los ma:s altos 
montes de la cordillera.128 
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The haze is like a woven web of filmy gauze over the peaks. Then the 
misty veil is broken and every beauty th~t has before been hidden is reveal-
ed so that there is now a clear and distinct line of the coast above the 
blue line of the sea. There can also be seen towards the southeast the 
green patches of meadmvs, the white outline of the village, the black 
brush-strokes of the groves. A.ll these and a thousand other details compose 
that supernatural panorama, cmnplemented by the profound silence of those 
august valleys. Gradually the crystal air magnifies the shapes until every 
detail of contour appears in sharp clarity. Then glory follmvs gloom as 
the Sun-god bursts through the Imver clouds, ignites the mists, and outlines 
the faces of the cliffs gleaming through the wisps of vapor breathed out 
of the cosmic purple of the lower depths. 
Marcelo has never f'elt so near to the Creator. This profound beauty, 
which Marcelo senses, but is not able to understand, causes a deep and an 
everlasting i~pression on him. 
128 Ibid. I 467. 
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Hasta entonces Marcelo habia observado la 
Haturaleza a la sombra de sus moles, en 
las angosturas de sus desfiladeros, entre 
el vaho de sus canadas y en Ia penumbra de 
sus bosques; todo 10 cual pesaba, hasta el 
extremo de anonadarle, sobre al espiritu, 
formado cu>as maravillas se ve ms el in-
genio y Ia mano de los hombres que la om-
nipotencia de Dios; pero en aquel caso 
.' I pod~a yo saborear el espectaculo ert mas 
vastas porporciones, en plena luz y sin 
estorbos; y sin dejar pOl' eso de conceptuar-
me gusano pOI' la fuerza del contraste de mi 
pequenez con aquellas magnitudes, la era,al 
cabo, de las alturas del espacio y no de 
lossuelos cenagosos de la tierra. Hasta 
entonces habia necesitado el cont~gio de los 
ferveres de don Sabas para leer algo en el 
gran libra de la naturaleza, y en aquella 
ocasion Ie leia Marcelo solo, de corrido y 
muy a gustg. 129 
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For the first time. Marcelo feels repugnance for the worldiness of life 
that he has led in Madrid. In the innerm?st recesses of his mind, he now 
reflects on truths from which he can not easily free himself. His eyes 
seem fixed to the SUblime heights which consumed him with a desire to be 
able to reach the height of Him Who was their Creator. Marcelo is brought 
back to earth by his uncle l s inquiry as to what he thinks of this immense 
grandeur, that can only make man experience a spiritual exaltation. Don 
Sabas has the keen satisfaction of knowing for the first time that his neph-
ew is more than pleased. In Marcelo'S own words: "Grande es, en efecto, 
y hermoso y admirable este espectabulo?"130 Don Sabas then extends his arms 
as if to embrace the entire expanse before him; then he reverently uncovers 
his head 
129 Ibod ~ ., 
130 Ibid., 
131 Ibid., 
467. 
468. 
468. 
cuyos cabellos grises flotaron en el aire; 
elevo'al cielo la mirada y la n~no con su 
~ 
sombrero y todo, y exclamo con voz solemne 
y V'aronil que vibraba con extrano son en 
el silencio imponente de aquellas alturas 
rr..ajestuosas.131 
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It is probably the exceptional state of Marcelo's soul at this partic-
ular moment or the work of some exterior agent, but it is certain that the 
vast picture is a refuge and a relief from the harassing unpleasantness of 
everyday existence. 
The dominant incident in Penas Arriba is the death of the patriarch 
don Sabas. The religious sentiment is not only enhanced, but also made 
extremely sole:mn, by the gravity and the dramatic force ,vi th which it is ex-
pressed. The preparation for the death of don Sa.bas begins with the church 
bells ringing intermittently. At times the sound seems far away, and then 
aga.in very near, sometimes weak, as a moan of agony. It is the first signal 
to the village that the last sacraments are about to be administered to SOIne 
soul hovering on the brink of eternity. 
In the meahtL~e the inmates of the Casa Solar witness the arrival of 
two men from the church with armsful of candles, which are to be used in 
illuminating the darkest corners of the house while the Blessed Sacrament is 
present. After a short interval of silence the bells again resound in order 
to indicate that the priest is already on the way with the Blessed Sacrament. 
It is 
a pilgrimage in which in the depths of 
the night, and in the midst of a most 
terrific snow-storm that the Blessed 
Sacrament is reverently carried high in 
procession along an exposed mountain 
track to the house of the dying man. 132 
132 Leslie Alec Warren, 133. 
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As the procession wends its way to the ~ Solar, even the elements become 
calm, as out 01' respect to the solenll1i ty of the occasion. 
The death of don Sabas, tog;etiler .... lith a conbination of skillful local 
influences which work in behalf of his conversion to the Montana, especially 
the moral and the raaterial Grandeur 01' t .. ,e peasant life, brinGS l.iarcelo to 
resign himself to the thougHt of remaining in the obscurity of the mountain. 
Love itself appears on the scene as the most potent auxiliary of all to 
complete the task and solidify the work. The lovers, "beat about nature ,in 
semi-consciousness of' their state, troui:led, afraid, in desperate revolt 
against speech, or any of the oU~'iard signs of 10ve."133 
The haughty madrileno, 'Who has cone through a severe apprenticeship to 
the rough existence 01' t!H~ upper Hocks, feels as foolish as any village lad. 
-
The :r.lountain lass is afraid to admit even to herself the depth of her own 
feeling tOl.'.'B.rd tile brilliant young man, IIbefore whom she stands in humility 
as King Cophetua' s begGar I:Jaid. 11134 
The genteel, well-ordered young man of the tovm, who heartily appreci-
utes urban society with its brilliant cafes and theatres and elegant ladies, 
becomes tll.oroughly converted to rural wholesomeness, bocoming an active and 
useful worker. 
T:~is is what Pereda expects of the mountain country: the r C3Generation 
of those ill froL'1. the evils of city life and the strengtheninG of a faith 
in the creed that God is in ~{is Heaven and all is right vdth the world • 
. - ... .. 135 Such is the true a:t:"(:;UIaent of' J:'enas ~~rrl.Da. 
133 H h L ' 134 .a~na yncn, 231. 
- IbJ.d., 231. 
135 C?sar Harja, 371. 
CHAPTEE rJ' 
CONCLU~ION 
It has been the purpose of the foregoing study to investigate the 
regionalisre in the work of Jos: iiaria de Pereda in order to indicate his 
contribution to Spanish Literature. To accomplish this it has beenimpera-
tive to consider the life and ide:).s which formed the background to his ·work. 
In 1854 pereda found the Spanish novel still in extreme infancy, there 
was a great mass of novels transb.ted from the French, but good original 
Spanish novels were rare. He therefore, resolved to follow hi s OVID bent, 
to cultivate his O.Vll garden, to be regional, to turn for his material to 
the people and for his sUbjects to life and reality. 
Pereda' s literary work first beca~,ie lalovm to the read.ing public in 
1859 with the publication of the sketches of lilD.nners anu custor ... s afterwa.rds 
gathered into a yolUl:le called Escenas i.:ontanesas. It is in this y,orlc that 
Pereda demonstrates the rare aoili ty to suggest by a fe'v1f telling strokes 
the whole life of an individual, and in the individual, tile life of an en-
tire corr.:rnuni ty. .rl. nur:J.ber of t,lcse are mar:ced by the triviality of their 
origin; but several others, as La ~ U.eighing .Anchor) and Bl ~ de Una 
~ (The Last of the Race), are esteeln.ed equal to the best of his ·work. 
Undaunted b:{ his failure to attract favorable notice by his first 
efforts in the Esc6nas l\~ontanesas, he repeated his experiment in a group of 
thirteen short stories. .i'l.S one novel followed another, Pereda illustrates 
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the regular and harmonious developraent, of Growth step by step in range and 
power, ending in a series of masterpieces that form an imposing literary 
nomUllent crowned by a worthy capsto.Cle, Penas "1.rrib~, the regional novel of 
the nineteenth century. Sotileza, (lB85) his most populs,r worl;:, is one of 
the £'inest work of the sea; while ~ Puchera (1889) brinGs in both water 
and land. 
Vie might divine from thcm what Pereda tells elsev,-here, that he is only 
stri vi:r.(, to set down for future readers the Sl..lITOundirlgs of his boyhood,and 
also the pictuTc:sque characteristics fast yielding to the l:li:l..rch of civiliza-
tion. He has supported this by vividly portraying types in which he sub-
serves a thesis in which he hu,d a fir:(ll belief 'which depicts the superiority 
of a social existence in the S1'ta11 towns of the provinces and in the rustic 
community, when they succeed in elirr.inatinG the contamination of ir..i'luences, 
particularly, political influences tilat raciia te frorrl the more popular civic 
centers. 
1'11e prejudice that Pereda had af;ainst refined nla,terialisn, force him 
to anater:latize the society of the city centers; !:l.nd to defend t'l e simple 
life of the cOlmtry, because it is morc wholesome life, a more industrious 
one, which because of its direct co;-;tact vdth nature and its underlying in-
fluence on the charactor of its people, constitutes them more frank, les 
subtle and treacherous than those in the city. 
In his disdain for nev. opinions, in his love for traditions of the past, 
in his independent spirit, in all this, he is (;c typical Spaniard, and very 
characteristic of the old. i:ipa:lish 'i'!hich is opposed to th.t vvtlich is modern 
.. 11 
because, in his opinion it has the stamp of the £;rosf,est materialism. He 
could not look upon democratic ideas 'with sympathy, and often compares the 
decadence and political corruption with the splendid and glorious accomplisl 
ments of Spain in the past. His political idealogy was t:"18,t of' a paternal 
and beneficent autocracy, as exercised by the hidalgo of Penas Arriba. 
These truths forr;otLt;:n by the learned constitute the doctrine of the 
author who believes happiness cO!'lsists in the nobleness of the soul, and 
not in the magnitude of material possessio~s; the burden of this life is 
lightened, b;'l eliminating; caprices and desires; felicit;)T consists in the 
peace of the spirit, in serene existence, ''1hile the ];lore we search for sel-
fish pleasures, t~le :;nore 'we bring about our misfortune. 
Lany of Pereda's characters illustrs.te the contentment with their ov.n 
surroundings which he so ad;ili red. Their lanE,u...l.ge is reproduced a::1d their 
faithfulness and m.ental limitations are delineated with the nost amazing 
exactness. Ther" are 'l'renontorio, the old Santander £'i s~1enflan; Sotileza, 
1:uert;0, el padre Apolinar, ti.le noe:le don Celso, and others. 
Pereda's most dominant characteristic is his love of nature, by which 
he enables us to perceive the mountains, trees, and t:tle elements not only 
wi th sight; but also vd th fet,lints. For the panorama which rie displays 
there is a deEJP religious background, a faith as cllan;;eless and as rugged 
as the sea ar.d tho I:1Qunt5.ins ther:1selves. Almost as essential is the pre-
valence of patriarchal cnstoLls, according to which a noble gentleman feels 
personal solicitude for the Y!elfare of all the humble people lTiho surround 
hiJ.l~ while in turn, they look up to him, visit him in the evening, question 
and consult him on every difficulty. 
I 
:me entire work of fereda is stamped vlith the hiGhest moral; it 
steeped with universal humanity and pawer 01' portraiture al1d such as 
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is 
has 
not been knovm in Spanish Literatur~ since the appearaLce of the Novele.s 
Exelilplal:es. of Cervantes in 1613, 1"{hile fefi"':.~ "srilJa and l:)otileza stand for 
all time aLlong the masterpieces of literature. 
Pereda made a vigorous defence of regionalisIn, before the ~panish 
.il.cademy in 1897, denying that the love for the patria chic8.,or provincia, 
impairs the lo"e for the pa tri..!: gro.nde. He puts in an earnest plea for the 
legitimate clairns ai' the novela regional, as one descending to the heart of 
the naticn. lie defends its dif;nity, conceding full compete:lce for the task 
only to those favored fev; l'.ho possess 10 ~ adentro, the subjective insight 
tha t come s only to an:.'. ti ve 'who se s pi ri t ha s been lilol ded by the surroundings 
throu/?;h long associatio::1 with them. Viha t Pereda defines in the regional 
novel is a tr:::..di tion, a l.1.larmer of' beblg, a literary national genre, against 
the discolored life of the cit~l. In the same defence is included the basic 
insti tution of the regional and national: the family, the c~~_urch, and the 
langua~;e. Tne regional novel of Pereda IlL.ans :::.. popular nov'e, and as such 
a novel of customs more than of ideas; of deeds more than of doctrine. 
Pereda h2<s been generously nSJr.ed the raost ori[£inal contempore.ry of the 
Spanish writers of fiction, and also the most revolutionary in the sense 
of having cast off tii6 conv6titL nal influence of the romantic and clas sical 
tradi tions of the earlier tw.l.f of the nineteenth century. 
As a lighthouse hibh on a point of' solid rock totaJ.ly unaffected by 
the surf' that rOl)TS a.gai;:,st clifj:'s, so Pereda, enthroned upon his gre.ni te 
faith in church and state, reGards untouched the religious and political 
uphea.val around him, but belmy ;1J.TI1 •• 
I 
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